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Dally Maxim

Wcjther Forecast

Today's snow, is wortli

Rain or snovr

tonight
and Saturday;
cooler.

F

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PREG8 LEASED

NO.

VOL XXXIV.

LAS VEGAS DAJLY OPTIC.FRIDAY.

100.

HE1I0SILL0 IS

A

expressed great optimism in regard to
the plans of the government to put
down tin;, uprising there.

PLACE

The state rebels are
MADE

SB1HA, TOMS IN REVOLT
AGUA

PRIETA ALSO IS EXPECTED
THE SCENE OF BLOODY

TO BE

BATTLE

KUERTA TROOPS ARE COMING
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT

WILL

AT-

TEMPT TO STAMP OUT INCI-

PIENT REBELLION
Douglas,

March

Ariz.,

.-

WISHES

With

Huerta troops evidently in control at
Guaymas on the California gulf, the
constitutionalist rebels, continue mo!
liziation today at Herniosillo. The
Southern Pacific railroad wires below
the border are censored both by the
federals at the gulf port and the rebels at the state capital. It appears
that the telegraph was not cut but
only temporarily grounded for the
convenience of the censors.
A wireless message today from the
at
I'nited States cruiser Colorado
Guaymas said that the railway remains open to the south and that
three weekly trains are run by the
The Colorado, it is asgovernment.
will
at the port where
remain
sured,
a large American colony is located.
The American consul at Hermosillo
today succeeded in getting through
a code message to the state depart-meat Washington. All was reported
quiet at Empalme, the American settlement near Guaymas.
At Hermosillo the palace is being barricaded,
and the assembling of ammunition and
recruiting of men for the struggle for
states rights continues today. Food
supplies are being rushed in from the
n

TARIFF

TO BE FIXED
AT ONCE

destroy-- j

Pacific ' railway
FOR ing the Southern
about Imur's. It is expected that the
BATTLE THERE FOR CAUSE
jCanauea branch will suffer next,
OF STATE RIGHTS
ARE

PREPARATIONS

Reinforcements numbering 150 ar
rived during the night at Agua Prieta, increasing the federal garrison
to 250 men. Preparations for defense
continued today until the trenches
and breastworks
make the little
Mexican border town Iook like a fortress.
It is pay day at the Douglas smelters and many labours' are
fusing
to return to work, threatening to assist, in the state revolution. A large
quantity of arms and cartridges is re- nvpNi
norted to have been smiiee-lpthe line last night near Douglas.
Constitutionalists
numbering between 300 and 501) have moved from
the Ajo mountains to the international line. Tnis force 'was to have
taken Xaco, unprotected by the federals, but during the night Huerta
soldiers entered the border town.
The custom house employes, former
Maderistas. fled to the American side,
pursued by the soldiers' bullets. None
was hit. Rebel recruits from Arizona
are reported crossing in small groups
at many points on the border.

Caranza Seeks Aid
Monterey, Mex., March 7. General
Geronimo Trevino, provisional governor of the state of Nuevo Leon, received a telegram today from
rebel governor of Coahuila, inviting him to join in' the revolution
against the new administration. Gen-

PRESIDENT

WILSON
WILL ASK
CONGRESS TO MAKE i.EW
SCHEDULES.

FIRST

ORDER

s

BUSINESS

OF

EXTRA SESSION

WILL BE ASKED
TO TAKE UP ONE ARTICLE
AT A TIME.

COURTS
NEW

t

PUBLIC

EXECUTIVE

HOPES

PEOPLE

OPINION
SAYS
WILL

HE
EX-

PRESS THEIR VIEWS.

Washington, March 7. President
It was
Wilson's present purpooe,
learned today, is to accept the proposal of the house leaders and reccm-menthat the tariff at once be acted
upon at the extra session of congress.
The president looks favorably on
the idea of having the house pass a
set of tariff mi ,i6uies and put them
squarely before the senate bill by
bill, so that the attention of the

upper house a congress and enable
public opinion to locat.e the respon
sibility for the success or failure of
the measures.Mr. Wilson's present Intention, ne
has told callers, is to recommend in
a special message that the tariff be
the chief work Of the session and he
expects to call attention briefly to
the need of currency legislation.
Upon the tariff alone, npwever, has
the democratic parly made up ita
mind exactly ; what snould be done,
the president believes, and while
there is a unanimity, of purpose among those pushing currency
reform there has been no uniformity
of measures proposed.
The president feels, it is said, the
necessity for currency reform at the
earliest possible moment and hopes
that when the work of the extra session is well under way and the first
of the tariff bills have passed the senate, he may take up with members
of the house the currency question,
working out carefully with them a
bill that would be looked upon as a
general expression of the country's
desire with respect to monetary revision.
Mr. Wilson's purpose .would be, it
is declared, to have the currency bill
thoroughly tested by public opinion
and made ready for enactment at the
December session. The only obstacle
to such a' course, Mr. Wilson has
been told by some house leaders, is
that currency discussion would de- on Pa
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There was a
moment
at the end
dramatic
tense,
of the forenoon session of, the state
Julius
senate vice commission.
president of Sears, Roebuck
and Company, multimillionaire, philanthropist and employer of 4,000 women, himself at one time head oi a
vice investigation
committee, had
been on the witness stand for hours,
testifying to the wage scale of his
comimny, and explaining that in his
judgment wages and the immorality
of women had little, to do with each
other. The small room where the
sessions are beiug held was packed
wit ha well dressed crowd, many of
them women.
Then a young woman, clad in
black and answering to the name of
"Emily," took her seat in front of
the Inquisitors, and by the side of
Chicago,

March

7.

.

j

Leading merchants of Chicago were
called before the state senate's vice
Investigation vdmraittee today in an
endeavor to a.inui& the relatioua
of low wages paid to women to the
vices of the under world. It Is asserted by Lieutenant Governor Barratt
O'Hara that in Chicago alone 50,000
women are employed at a wage of $5
a week or less.
Julius Rosenwald,
presideit of
Sears, Roebuck and Company, referto notes, testified
ring repeatedly
that the company employs 4,732 women and girls whose average wage is
J9.12 a week. The lowest salary of
$5 is given to girls of 16 years .of
age, the witness stated. After three
months they are advanced to $5.50.
The company hires only gills who
live tit home. The concern employs
1,146 girls and women who receive
less than $S a week.

Read These Talks
Every Day
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DIE

me routine oi passing
beevn of wuicn iiaa gone tnioufeh
uy 2: so ociocb. this afternoon.
Among tne bills passed were:
House ..IjiII ino. iui, providing the
land commissioner with additional as- ON
fcibiauus to deiend conlbsus vvitli the
United States. .
.
House Lull No. 42, validating the
BE- setting aside of portions
MANY OF THE
MEASURES
of scliool BRITISH STEAMER ALUM CHINE
districts lor use as cemeteries.
IS DESTROYED AT
FORE THE LEGISLATURE ARE
House Bill No. 213, regarding quit
BALTIMORE
BECOMING LAWS
claims for lan4 taken from the Uni
ted States. This bill is for the purDYNAMITE
CARGO
CF
THE HOUSE lyJUSY PLACE pose of corecting errors in the loca A
tions of state lauds.
House Bill No. 189, providing penalWHILE THIS IS BEING PLACED
LOWER BRANCH PASSES SEVEN
ties tor the carrying of toncea. ed
IN THE HOLD A JAR SETS
ACTS UP TO 2.30 O'CLOCK
weapons. The unique feature of this
IT OFF
bill
AFTERNOON
is
THIS
that it permits probate judges
to giant licenses to reputable citizens! to carry concealed weapons. The
TUG
SINKS
SALARY BILL
IS DITCHED licenses cost $2 annually and a list NEIGHBORING
of the persons to whom they axe
STEAMTWO EFFORTS TO BRING IT UP granted must be published annually VESSELS LYING NEAR
in some newspaper of general cirARE
AND
DAMAGED
SHIP
FOR CONSIDERATION
RULED
culation in the county in whiah the
SAILORS SLAIN
OUT OF ORDER
applicant resides.
House Bill No. 210, providing for
Baltimore, Md. March 7. Threo
Santa Fe, N. M., March 7. Two at- the bonds of public officers. Under
hundred
and forty tons of dynamite
were
insurance
made
no
in
house
this
act
the
the
terms
tempts
of
today
to bring up the county salaries bill, company is allowed to do business iu exploded this morning iu lower Baltibut none of them was successful, the state unless it makes a deposit more harbor killing about 50 and
as many more, many Of
f
$20,000 with the state- treasurer, wounding
Shortly after the house met Mr.
tEem
Tlie' explosive was befatally.
chols, democrat, moved that the bill Premiums on bonds of public officers
1 1
taken up, but upon objection of are to be paid for, from public funds. ing transferred from a barge to the
Messrs. Toombs and Hlanehard, he
House Bill 5K, providing .for the British, steamer Alum Chine, when, it
was ruled out of order. Some time building of an addition to the sta'e went off from a cause as yet unlater, Mr. Chaves, republican, renew- capitol and appropriating $150,000 for known. The men killed were memed the motion that the bill.be taken that purpose. A bond issue of $100,-00- bers of the crews of the steamer and
is provided for upon the issuance the barge vessels moored nearby.
The Chine and the barge, together ,
of which the people are to vote at
with
the tug Atlantic and the naval
the next general election.
collier
Jason, were either completely-destroyeact'
to
amend
an
No.
Bill
118,
Senate
or very seriously damaged.
the county high school law. This act
The
was felt as far as Reading,
shock
to
allows county high school funds
It
be divided among the high schools Pa., 100 miles from, Baltimore.
was
Atlantic
recorded
also
at
City.
in each county which permit children
TO
The known dead number seven men.
from outside districts to attend them
Of these four belonged to the crew of.
without paying tuition.
were on
A messenger from the governor an- the Alum Chine and three
subterfuge to account, for her derelio
the
United
naval
board
collier
States
the
of
executive
the
nounced
approval
tions."
Jason,
become
now
which
bills,
following
"Do you consider ?5 enough for any
Twenty-ninother men on the
:
law:
woman to live tipon?"
,.
!.
i
arid the. greater
if
the
Bill
"Senate
N'o74C
increasing
"Yes, if she lives at home."
were
Alum
of
Chine
the
injured.
"And $8 is enough ror one who sup- jurisdiction of justices of the peace
Six of the crew of the tug Atlantic
in civil suits involving $200.
ports herself?"
alongside the Alum Chine were
lying
act
an
the
for
No.
Bill
44,
House
"That is what our investigation
klled
and the tug practically
deeds.
acknowledgement of
showed."
The latest reports place the
an
act
No.
Bill
100,
House
prohibit
"How much did your corporation
number
dead at 20 and the injured
of
loitering minors from entering or
earn in 1911?"
40. Of the latter ten of the Jason's
at
saloons.
about
ing
"Approximately $7,000,000."
Senate Bill No. 19, the Rio Grande people are said to be fatally hurt.
"Could you raise wages and still
Forty-sevestevedores are unaccount
pay your stockholders a legitimate improvement bill.
Bill No. 72, an act which ed for. If they were on the steamer
Senate
profit?"
it is considered ceriain. that they;
The witness said the stock of the provides that sheep owners may use
perished.
the
has
that
corporation pays 7 per cent on both any dipping preparation
Pitiful scenes were enacted on
incommon and preferred. There was a approval of the bureau of animal
wharf when the tugs bear
Broadway
surplus of $12,000,000 at we end of dustry.
the dead and injured arrived there
ing
for
No.
fio,
Bill
Senate,
providing
1912.
He said he could have givea
children
the state Hundreds of women and
$2,000,000 out bf the profits and stijl the salary and expenses of
husbands
on
whose
and
fathers
work
office.
mine
inspector's
,
pay some dividends.
the water, crying and wringing their
State Senator Neils J3, JOtil asked
hands, begged to be allowed to see it
the witness if he thought the. stockof their menfolks were among the
FALLS
PRODUCTION
COPPER
holders were fair judges of what com7.
The state- victims.
New York, March
pensation the girls should receive
Nearly 5(1 of the injured were laudasso
Producers'
and if he did not. think tho"' state ment of the Copper
ciation for February shows a decrease ed here. Some of them were able to
would be a fairer judge.
reach home unassisted, but the bulk;
There wf j sporadic applause when in stocks on hand of 890,1 31 pounds
of them were taken to the hospitals.
month.
with
the
previous
Mr. Rosenwald replied that he would compared
to
- Some of the Injured were taken
be glad to meet the wishes of the Production for the month was 130,at
Point.
Sparrow's
hospitals
12,530,of
a
decrease
state "so far as competition will per- 948.8SI pounds,
no definite figVp to
744; domestic deliveries. 59,07(1,402,
mit."
of
ures
number
casualties
of
the
could
Asked If he would object to disclos. a decrease of 5,333.5:18; foreign deliv
'
be ascertained, but it was said that
11.7S4,-67- 8
of
an
increase
08,523,
ing his own income, he replied in the ery, 72,1
and total, deliveries, .131.845,015, at least 50 men had been killed and
negative.
about as many more injured. SointV
"Well, then," smiled O'Hara, "could an Increase of 0,251,110.
of the latter were expected to die.
you live on $S a week?"
Much of the havoc was wrought by
There was a titter when the witboxes of dynamite which
unexploded
IS
LOST
SALARY BILL
ness said he had never tried it.
hurled through the air and exploded
7.
M
the
March
N.
By
Santa
Fe,
O'Hara asked if there
wore
when they struck.
"drives" In his employ. The witness vote of 27 to 19 the house lute this
One such shattered the upper work
to
tho
county
afternoon refused
pass
hnK never heard of them.
of
the collier Jason and killed several
veto.
"Have you an employe called the salary bill over the governor's
men,
frightfully wounding at least ?
The democrats voted solidly against
'scolder?' "
more.
Another box of the explosive
the measure. Baca and Clancy, pro"Not so far as I know."
on the dock of the tin;
descended
bill and
Senator Juul took the witness and gressives, voted against the
Atlantic and killed there men. A
forsook
his
wanted to know if the corporation ChriHinau, republican,
shower of large and small pieces of
took pains to learn if the wage re- party to help knife the measure.
(he wrecked vessel, some weighini;
progressive, left the room to
ceived hy a girl was sufficient in tne
fell in the water and on tho
The
avoid voting1.
republicans say tons,
individual case.
for miles around.
shore
"N'o-o,they forced a vole on the measure In
was the slow reply.
before the explosion a tiny
Juft
to make the governor and the
"Then you proceed on the 1heoiy order
smoke was seen by a seaman
of
tho failure wisp
that the girls must, live on what you democrats responsible for
in the head of tlie vessel. Ilu
working
to provide salaries for county offpay thorn," commented Juul.
the alarm and 14 of the British
gave
icials.
Then ho asked if tho witness
boat's crew jumped into a launch, and.
headed away from the ship bi foro lh
thought any woman should be asked
to live on less than any average woA SEVERE PENALTY.
blast came.
man.
March 7. Miss "Joyce
London,
"Competition might account, for the Locke," a militant suffragette, whose
ADMIRAL WILLITS RETIRES
real name is Olive Wharry, was sendifference," replied tne witness.
"To pay i.ooo girls
Washington, March 7. Hear Adt
a week more tenced today at the Old Bailey sesthan you do would cost you $2nO,000 sions to 18 months' imprisonment. ral Albert B. Willits, one of t!ie fm
a year," stated the senator, ' Would She was found guilty of setting fire most engineering experts of l!m ra
that make inm-ldifference to your to a pavilion in the Kew Botanic gar- was placed on tho retired lit-When ar- on account of li.".ring reached
dividends?"
dens on February
"1 would say
T'nr!::-.In answer to that raigned in court on Iit arrest
limit for active
.f
v
and IV tl:- V huif
i,
that (lie earnings cf one year might hurled a book at the
it;.
nald four. lit
tiol bu thiihrj of other
v
'y ftMiinl: removal mlra! Vi!?:,
wun
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DRIVES MANY GOOD GIRLS

Why You Should
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GOVERNOR

or-ue- r

pio-cetd-

TESTIFIES A YOUNG CHICAGO SALESWOMAN

broad-shouldere-

Kwirn,

up, out wub ijiiewise ruled out ol
uy lue speaker, and tlie house
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MARCH 7, 1913.

Yaqui village..
At Magdalena, between Hermosillo
and the Arizona border, Colonel Juan
Washington Hears of Revolt
Cabral is recruiting
a formidable
Washington, .March 7. Sonora, one
group to assist in the state revolution of the northern border states of
against Huerta. Colonel Emilio
Mexico, continues in a defiant att itude
the rural police commander, toward the Huerta government. The
is expected to move against Magdale- consul at Hermosillo
reports consid
na. The Russian officer apparently erable excitement there.
remains under orders from Mexico
Rebel bands are approaching
City. So far the warlike Yaqui Inpillaging the countryside. They
dians, so plentiful in the state, hare demand a large money payment for
remained quiet, but it is expected will surrendering their arms. An armed Rosen wald.
a
assist the revolting state authorities band which
Rosenwald,
She had been employed by Sears
Acapuco
apieared in
'
man, peered intently
against any intrusion of federal sol- spread panic through a theater, and and Roebuck, but left there to take quietly-cladiers. However, a band of Yuma Inmany persons fleeing from the build- a better position. Her only criticism through heavy lenses at his interrodians has appeared north of Empal- ing and other public buildings were of the firm was that the forewomen gators, the youthful lieutenant govme apparently on the war path.
"scolded" and made some of the luck- ernor evincing the greatest interest.
injured.
The expected attacks at A sua Prie-ta- ,
less culprits, guilty of some infraction From time to time he remarked:
this
opposite
point, and Nogales
of the rules, or making a mistake, "Perhaps Mr. Miller can tell," and
turned to peer into the audience.
and Naco, Sonora, did not develop
cry. This did not occur every day,
Presently Q. 11. Miller was dragged
during the night, . Some excitement
however.
from obscurity, sworn and .given a
was caused here when a constitution-Suddenly attention became acute as
seat beside Rosenwald. Miller is
alist spy escaped over the line fol-- j
M.
Barrett
Governor
Lieutenant
of employment of
lowed by a fusillade from the Mexican
a young man, leaned over, and superintendent
a Sears, Roebuck and Company.
troops patrolling out of Agua Prieta.
witness
the
asked
with blushes,
in
Rosenwald testified that, he was
He was held by the Ninth cavalry pa-- !
question which he found difficulty
for a long time chairman of the Chitrol, but later released.
wording.
"We have a great deal of philosophy cago vice commission which conductlet'B ed an investigation of vice conditions
By OHN P. FALLON.
Surrender
here
today from the men; now
Tapia
were
started
four
They
a
If
is.
girl was in this city. A portion of this report
find "out what, yours
Mexico City, March 7. Rafael Ta-months ago in one newspaper
u
Mi" lo'nimum paid was suppressod by the commission.
?
rural
the
officer
of
an
gettlnp
guard?,
pla,
which is purchased by 132,000
to
"Did not your company within the
who took the field against Huerta,
by Sears, Roebuck and Company
Now
every
people
day.
to
support
they
had
few years conduct a private inlast
and
after the death of Madero, surrendergirls living alone)
appear simultaneously in neur-'ted to the authorities today. The
a widowed mother, would you blame vestigation to ascertain the minimum
four hundred aid f fty da.'ly
took place at Guadalupe Hithat girl If she if she -- she commit- wage necessary for a girl to support
which are read by
newspapers
herself without assistance?" asked
beof
ted a crime?"
dalgo, where the treaty
pca.
more than twenty tnlilion peotween Mexico and the United States
looked puzzled for a O'Hara.
The
witness
ple evi-rday.
"I don't recall,' there may have
was concluded in 1848.
moment and then, comprehending
The purpose of these talks
but 1 don't remember just now.
"No;
been,
and
replied:
looked
of
Rafaol Tapia whs formerly chief
ud frankly
is to show you the important1?,
perhaps Mr. Miller"
1 wouldn't."
rural guards in the state of Vera
the value, and the economy of
killed
The latter promptly entered the
if
she
her
blame
"Would you
Cruz. His decision to surrender 's
rending advertisements. They
and said that such an Investibreach
"
herself
as
a
the
regarded
gov
great gain for
will convince you of the superem
been had by a committee
had
the
gation
.came
would not,"
crnment because of his popularity in
"No,
of advertised poods and
iority
The
of department heads.
composed
the southeastern states. It was feared
phatic reply.
..lull
t
. .
.the reliability pt merchants
Vfj- in
le
.
tlin
e I'Annftfiil
mM
u
"And would you blame uer
that he would be able to muster a
iYuiumU.wi-mand manufacturer who adverof Kirts adrift (not liv- quirements
crime?"
formidable body of men.
committed a greater
tise continuously and persisti
The young lieutenant governor mg ai nuiut-News reached here today that a
ently.
want to ask you, said
tones
I
"Now,
imeaninir was in his embarrassed
majority of the members of the legisIt will be fxo your interest
a man of wide philan-- !
the
girl
now
"as
land
O'Hara,
his blushes, and by
lature of Coahuila signed a proclamato read each of these daily
two. thropy, if you think tnat low wages
the
of
more
composed
was
tion fp."fring the reb.l
the
governor,
talks every day this month and
a.
then induce immorality lit women."
She paused just a moment
Carranza, and entreating the citizens
profit by the informal ion and
would
"I will answer that as 1 have anof the state to Join; in opposition to
repeated, distinctly, "N.
suggestions they will contain.
before. There is practically
swered
Huerta. Carranza yesterday received
not."
I'l'iiil the advertisements, in
been painfully quiet, no connection between them. 1 beroom
had
2.".0,()ti; pesos as a contribution to the
The
THE OPTIC tonight and every
lieve that proKttttitiou is as likely
but at this there was a round of
merchuu-ilii-revolutionary f.uw from the citizens
nhht for the lai'-nMM'otatorH,
women
to
tbcome In H woman who earns ovr
of the Hlate,
led
by
news mil for tt.e Jiioriey-- i
ariiH lens. It
an l'i "lie win)
MiillNI-$10
iiiW.
Miihi
the
general
and
III III- fclJlti- - of
villi? npj or'liclliel they
A
lln
wmiiiui.
oil
(billing
Uun.t. cf lh
who i., it
ttny-Aca-pulc-

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

LACK OF SUFFICIENT PAY FOR WORKERS

Car-ranz-

eral Trevino expressed indignation at
the receipt of the message and refused to reply.
He afterwards issued a statement
declaring emphatically his loyalty In
the Huerta government.
."I will never be disloyal to the legal government of Mexico," he said.
This appears to put an end to rumo'-that Trevino was inclined to join in
the revolt because of the killing of
the late President Madero, who was
his kinsman by marriage.

WIF?E

whole country may be focused on the

Destroying the Railroads.
Carianea, Sonora, Mexico, March 7.
The party of 330 constitutionalists
which left here Monday to assist in
the state revolution Is being followed
by many small
groups of rebel

WELL FORTIFiED

fully i100,0()f,- 000,000.
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BRIEF
CONTINUE IT FOR ONLY
PERIOD AND THE GOOD RESULTS WILL SURPRISE YOU
A low state of general health is
now the accepted cauBe of backwardness in children. So in the case of a
backward child it is beet to look towards building up Its health. It will
usually be found that the main trouble is in the food, in lack of assimila-

MARCH
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AGAINSTBRl DOE

7, 1913.

HEAD COVERED WITH
WHITE

EXPERIENCE OF A

10 TOOK

PILES

Ai

CASES
MONEY
RECEIVE
WILL
THEY
FROM THE FUND COLLECTED
FROM INSURANCE.

PARTIES
THE WOMEN WHO PLAY FOR
PRIZES ARE AS GUILTY AS
THE PROFESSIONAL.
4

,

Santa Fe, N. M., Marcn T. Twenty-- :
one bills passed and one killed was
the record in thp house yesterday af j
ternoon when the popular branch of
the legislature set a pace which bid
fair to cl.ear the calendar before the
day of adjournment, one week from
today. Th(e senate is also making a
record and will probably go down
in history as the scrvPlest senate
fhat ever acted in New Mexico. 11
is safe to say that almost every senator has had at least one fight with
every other senator and sometimes
more. Senator Romero of Valencia
Is the first, however, to go outside
of the membership looking for trou
ble; and yesterday morning attempted to chastize one of his

Went to Ear, Shoulders and Whole
Head.
Body. Thick and Sticky on
Cu
Blood.
With
Eruption Covered
Cured.
Ointment
ticura Soap and
"Tbo trouble started on
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line
The
stands as a tribute to the thrift of
to Mexico, David
our
L. Thompson, would connect from
to the Guatemala oorder.
From that point construction down
through the turbulent Central Ameri
can states to our own Panama offered
no serious obstacles to the Harriman
mind.
From Panama, through the
United StateB of Colombia, Ecuador,
and Peru, meeting the Trans-Andea-n
at Valparaiso, completed the steel rib
bons from all points in the United
States to Buenos Aires by rail!
Here was something for genius to
leave as a monument to inspire the
awe of future generations and Harri
man could have accomplished it. In
doing this he would have protected
Mexico from the disaster brought upon it by its novices in government and
the feebleness of our statecraft The
Southern Pacific line along the west
coast of Mexico, even now completed
of
down across the great stretches
Sonora and Sinaloa and as far as Topic, a; hundred miles or so from Guadalajara, the "Garden City of Mexico,"
is an earnest, of the great commercial
conquest which Harriman had plan-
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TRADE

MEXICO'S
REDUCED

TO

RUINS
HOPELESSLY
ARE
FINANCES
TANGLED, WRITES EDWARD
I. BELL

While the patriots of Mexica are
busily engaged cutting notches In the
hatchet of history, the prettiest financial problem of modern times is ripening down there for the solution of a
master, says Edward I. Bell in Hie
Kansas City Star.
The trouble bug has eaten its way
deeply into that country's recupera-tir- e
power.
Sharp pencils, active
hralns and a well developed talent for
prophecy are demanded now to figure
out just where hey stand. That9 the
trouble with a trouble bug in a Latin
country its appetite is progressiva.
In the beginning it gnaws around thd
edges and loosens up bargains for the
bargain hunter; then, all at ouce it
falls to and wipes the bargains cff
the map.
The City of Mexico is the
for all Mexican merchandising
except that in agricultural machinery
on the Pacific coast. The French dominate in dry goods and the Germans
in hardware.
American and British
agencies for machinery deal in specialties. Intimate personal relations
with the heads of these concerns doing the bulk of the importing and the
general trade have kept me in close
touch with the lamentable falling off
smce 1910 and the almost complete
shutdown of dmports in 1912. Gov
ernment figures of revenue declaring
an increase are, therefore, surprising.
If one part of the revenue Jn bor
der tariff and importations is halved
or quartered, the customs scale must
be correspondingly increased or the
revenue deficit is distressing. If the
other part of the revenue is from a
tax on every blessed transaction or
contract involving money, from one
centavo upward, and the volume of
those transactions is divided by two
or three, the rate must be boosted
accordingly or the internal revenue
slump becomes alarming.
And if operating charges of government are increased by an extraordinary military establishment and the
demands of new sets of grafters and
if colossal claims are made upon the
government for losses incurred in revolution, the problem unless borrowing credit is good becomes desperate.
To speed up the financial comedy
enter the National lines!
Of the $680,000,000
(gold) capital,
$186,000,000 is government guarantee!
as to principal and interest and, with
railway operations in a state better
imagined than described, the chickens
hatched by Mr. Limantour's merger
must, presently, be coming home to
roost on the government neck.
The impracticability of
boosting
customs duties very much in a country from which every floating dollar
hag been shipped is clear and the
absurdity of packscrewing the tax tn
business when there are no buyers.
And so the harassed finance minister
dreams mad dreams of a tax on land!
There has been but one government
in Mexico under which a land tax

s"3

Stubborn Colds May
Lead to Consumption

Did yon ever have a fold that would not
let go; a cough that persisted, that prevented sleep and made wukiiiif bourx miserable? Eckman'g Alterative Ih the proier
remedy in such eaes. Perhaps some simple medicine may be efl'oiive where it In
only a tickling In the throat; but when
your chest la sore und Kiniple remedies
don't answer then tuke Kcknnm'a Alterative. Neglect often lends to more serious
trouble; a case in point follows:
718 Cherry St., 1'iiila., Pa.
"Gentlemen: In July. V.uKi. I Hist noticed
the conditions that showed I had ConI lost weiulit rapidly; had a
sumption.
hollow cough, hemorrhages and very severe nlffht sweats.
My brother recommended Kckman's Alterative. In the fall
of 1005. I began to take it. "At this time t
am perfectly well and robust. My appe-- ,
tlte Is uood and my weight has increased
from 110 to 14(1 pounds. Not a trace of my
old trouble remains. I will gladly express
the merits of this medicine to anvonc.''
M. 1.. GKIillAItllT.
tSiKiied)
Kckman's Alterative is elTcelive in Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever: Throat and
I.uns Troubles, and In upbuilding t lie
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
dru(rs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to ICckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale hy all leading druggists
E, G. Murphey and Central Drug

Company.

seemed possible, and that was Madero's. His failure to do business ou
this line as he had promised m his
campaign was one of the moving rea
sons for the lower orders turning
against him, for a Mexican covets
land more than gold; also being possessed of land, he will not sell it at
a price. But the Madero clan itself
owns some 10,000,000 acres, and it's
a bad policy to antagonize your own
clan when that clan, with its 170
members, is the only bunch of fidelity
you can tie to. Also, if your finance
minister is your own uncle, anil like
wise business manager of the clan
you temporize. So if Madero couldn't
put across the land tax, the Tories
who have seized the government or
the new Tories who may seize it from
these Tories cannot be expected to do
so; for the Cientificos, whose men
they mostly are, include the great
land owners of the country.
Those who have been lying in wait
to take the National line away from
its present owners and hitch, its 6,009
mile railway system to some deserv
ing railway system in the "states'
cannot see much that looks promising
for them in shouldering, under the
circumstances, six thousand miles of
a losing game. For it takes a lot of
business to make six thousand miles
of railway pay.
Depressing values to buy at the
bottom is an evidence of thrift. The
passing of properties from "weak
hands into strong" may not appeal to
tender sentiment, but the process is
well known to strengthen the general
situation." There is, however, a wide
difference between depression
and
destruction and our (corporations and
tankers have a right to be "peeved"
at Washington for not marching its
army in long ago and taking possession in their interest.
In th mess of things industrial
matters
which scrutiny of Mexico
opens to view one turns with a regretful thought to the Harriman dream
which was shattered by his death.
The trade of Latin America, going
steadily Europeward, could be tapped
in flink. Backed by unlimited financial power and Epurred by his own
genius, the "gentlemen's agreement'
he had made with Llmantoiir declares
his inspiration. Connecting up the
National lines of Mexico was the first
step. This system, feeding the Southern Pacific at three points on the
Texas border, would be an open avenue for those plans ' of colonization
and development of which he' vas a
master.

HITTERS OF
CLASS

kill

.300
NO!

UHEROUS
ONLY SEVEN
BIG
LEAGUERS
HAVE REACHED
MARK IN
FIVE SUCCESSIVE YEARS.

THREE

career. Donlin's log book is remarkable for the fact that he. was out of
the game for a season or more no
less than three time", oaly to return
to the game again and bat above the
.300 mark. Every season that Don-lihas actually piayed ball he has
done as good as Wagner hit .300.
He has seen service with a number
of clubs.
He started
with the St.
Louis National league earn and in
turn went to the Baltimore Americans, the Cincinnati, New York, Boston and Pittsburg Nationals. Next
season he will be with :he Phillies.
Crawford Always Consistent.
Sam Crawford semom misses .300
per cent hitting fire. In nine of the
12 seasons he has been in baseball he
batted his way into the class. Here
are his figures: 1901, .334; 1902, .333;

ThcDoCTOR,

n

In these days of base-hi- t
poverty
it takesa mighty good batsman to
laud in the .300 class in the major
leagues.
Therefore, when a player can show
five seasons or more where he earned tliis distinction, he surely has 1903, .330; 1906, .?.C6; 1907, .323; 1908,
nothing wrong with his eyes. The ,311; 1909,. 314; 1911, .378; 1912,
list is small and baseball bugs will .320.
be surprised to know that there are
Tyrus Cobb has been batting .300
only seven players In the majors still ever since the day he entered the
participating in games who answer majors, with one exception.
This
this description.
exception was when he was batting
At leaBt three of these batting .400 Cobb's first campaign in 1906
monarchs find their playing days rap. netted him the figures, of .jrO; in
idly ebbing away, and 1913 may be 1907 he hit .350, and in 1908 he droptheir last year in the fast set. Two ped to .324.
ned.
others
are still hitting Titans, but are
In 1909 he jumped to .377 and in
The men who have great interests
near the
1910 improved to .385.
and
mark
can't
last
In 1911 he
Americans
Mexico
the
in die
hazard,
much longer, although there was lit- had hiB best season,
soaking the ball
of energy and enterprise, who have
tle evidence of decline In their-worfor .420.
He had a bad slump In
been driven back upon the overcrowd-

The questions answered below are
general in character; the symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colstreets.
lege Bldg., College-EllwooDayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only initials or fictitious name will
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.
d

r

w

fir

well-stocke- d

"Mason" writes:
"For years I
have been taking medicine to cure
constipation, liver trouble, and th3
usual diseases .that come from tit it
source. Headaches, sallow skin, kid
ney trouble, dark epots before rny
eyes, dizzy spells and twinges of
rheumatism are getting worse."
Answer: Take three grain
tablets (not sulphur). They are
packed in sealed tubes with directions and are convenient, effective,
and highly curative for such ailments
as arise from chronic constipation.
If you are dyspeptic, also take tablets
triopeptlne.

regu'iarly until your system is able to
assimilate the fatty elements of your
food; then you will grow plump and
have plciity of red blood, with color
in your complexion and bright sparkling eyes of health.

"Sick M. G." writes: "I have been
affected for some months with rheu-atisand have taken much medicine
in vain, please give prescription
that wil cure."
last year
Answer: The most efficient preIf
1912, falling from .420 to .410.
ed base at home, the big native propOne
of
seven
the
come
is
across
Mr.
whalers
in
with
the
the
Navin
scription that I have ever given tor
erty owners of Mexico, the middle and
of
his
very
rheumatism is: iodide of potassium
career
should
T.
heydey
baseball
the
of
will
beR.
and
$15,000,
are
suffering
lower classes all
2 drams, sodium salicylate, 4 drams;
come no broad building hand and probably record many more achieve have another .490 per cent campaign
ments
In
ounce;
before
of colchicum, one-hais
wine
1913.
in
he
hitting
done
of
brain have guided the destinies
with baseball.
essence cordial, 1 oz.; comp.
who
will
comp.
Frank
he
insists
off
A.
to
"MRS.
Chance,
of
1)."
throw
Incontinence
effort
in
its
that country
It must not be inferred that these play first base as well as manage urine can be cured by using the fol- fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; and syrup sardespotism.
seven immortals represent all the the New York Americans this year,
5 ozs.
Mix and take
lowing. Tincture cubebs 1 dram; tinc- saparilla comp.
And as the complications pile tip
and at
that threaten solvency one can but batting Goliaths in the game. There has five seasons of great hitting to ture rhus aromatic 2 drams and comp. a teaspoonful at meaj time
are
several
other
1900
wonderful
show
bedtime,
hitters
In
his
friends.
he
batted
10
fluid balmwort 1 oz. Give from
wonder at the transformation which
who have not 'rent rive years in the .304 and in 1903 hit .327.
4
During to 15 drops in water one hour before
two short years of experiment and
fast
once
and
set,
won't
"You
into
"Farmwife"
seasons
next
writes:
the blue the
three
he batted .310, meals.
get
incompetence have brought about. I ribbon class for
one or two seasons .316 and .319, respectively.
recommended a homemade cough
had a great respect for Madero's per.
or more.
I tried it and found it tha
courage.
and
sonal honesty
"OMA W." writes: "I have suffer- syrup.
personal
Honors for .300 per cent batting
I
FORT WORTH'S STOCK SHOW
After his first astonishing triumph the
ed with catarrh of the head for many best cough and cold syrup that
to
o
in
ever
was
heard
Hans
of.
longevity
It
go
7.
prompt
Fort
the
March
Texas,
state
Worth,
Wagner,
our
strengthening of his hand by
years. This has become so bad that
Pittsburg marvel, who won't wear Stock raisers and farmers throughout it has affected
the severest coughs and
.department seemed written large out.
my blood, alao my relieving
since
Ever
colds
the
and
a pint bottle made at home
Ger
are
over
northern
the
Texas
elated
across the page of reason. Falling
stomach and bowels to a very great
man became a major league serf he prospects for the success of the Fat
so
lasted
eflong that I h?ve forgotten,
his
a
without
extent. I sh,all appreciate an immethat and
Harriman,
has returned a hitting credit above Stock show, which will be opened
the ingredients.
Kindly, publish
fort could not succeed. Without an
diate answer as I suffer greatly."
.300 notch. For sixteen
the
here
to
tomorrow.
again."
In
addition
the
democa-cstraight
equivalent aid no effort at
Answer: I would advise you to
seasons his bat has played a tattoo usual big display of horses and live
Answer: The splendid laxative,
in Mexico can meet a better fate.
2 oz. package of Vilane
of base hits.
stock this year's exhibition will de- purchase a
home made cough eyrup is made by
f
teaspoonful of mixing a 2 oz. bottle of concentratvote much attention to silage and oth- powder; take
Wagner Takes the Honor.
the
to
add
and
'
this a pint of ed essence mentho-laxen- e
powder
with, a
The show will continue
In this long perfod Honus has er feeds.
ATLANTA BIBLE CONFERENCE;
warm water, snuff the water from the home-mad- e
Directions
week.
next
eugar syrup.
Atlanta, Ga., March 7. Enthusiasm birched the bail as high as .380 per through
palm of the hand, through the nostrils on the bottle teliB how to make and
appears to be the key note of the cent, while his lowest figures are
a day. Make a catarrh use.
times
several
RURAL CONFERENCE
It Is a fine, cheap remedy.
Atlanta Bible conference, which got .305. Here are the figures:
balm by mixing one teaspoonful of
7.
March
The
New
Boston,
Eng
.344
8.
1905.
.363
under way today under conditions
powder with one ounce of vaseline,
"Johnson' writes : "I am bothered
.305
.339 land Conference on Rural Progress or lard will do, and
that promise one of the most success
as far up
apply
its
held
in
annual
Horticul
meeting,
greatly with Indigestion. Things I
.350
0.
.350
ful and profitable gatherings of its
the nostrils as possible. For the like
to eat nearly always cause a
tural
hall
this
in
with
city
.380
today
.354
9.
kind ever held in this country. The
stomach, bowels and blood I would
a
and
attend
heavy
feeling In my Btom-ac1901.
large
representative
.352
.339
covers
nine days and proprogram
recommend the following tonic: Syr
ance.
Is bad', while I
An
and
breath
of
rural
my
1902.
system
improved
.329
.320
1910.
vides for six services each day
up sarsaparilla comp., 4 ozs.; comp. am
mar
and frequently
credits
irritable
better
and
methods
of
nervous,
.355
.334
Prominent among the scheduled speak
fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; and 1 oz of
cannot sleep."
.349
.324 keting farm produce were the chief fluid ext. buchu.
ers are Dr. G. Campbell Morgan of
Mix by shaking
Answer:
A very excellent treatThis not only beats any record of subjects of discussion.
London, Dr. W. It. Wedder?ioon of
well in a bottle and take one tea-ment
which
a
is
in
still
the
is
o:
Tt.
player
but
widely prescribed lor
the
game,
Gray
Washington, Dr. James
spoonful after each meal and at bed
CHAMPIONS START SOUTH
its
curative
gradual
action, as well
Chicago'; Dr. James I. Vance of Kjvsh- - second best in the history of basetime.
Boston. March 7. Following the ad
as the instant relief It affords. Is
of ball. Pop Anson is the leader, havville and Dr. John R. Sami-etablets triopeptlne, packed "n sealed
ing batted above the .300 mark in vance guard which got away a week
Louisville.
"Gloria" writes: "1 would like you
cartons, Take a pink tablet after
twenty seasons. As Wagner is still ago the main body of the Boston to
prescribe a good hair and scalp breakfast, white tablet after dinner
in good physical condition and con- American league team, the proud
treatment. I am bothered with itchCHANGES IN NAVAL COMMANDS tinues to be a terror to
of
world's
the
and blue tablet after supper. Continchampion
pitchers, possessors
Washington, March 7 Some im there is a chance he may equal or ship, started today for the training ing scalp and dandruff. My hair is ue and the curative agencies will
faded and falling and none of the soon
portant changes in naval commands beat Anson's feat.
restore natural digestion.
camp at Hot Springs. The squad inremedies I have tried have done any
came into effect today in compliance
cluded
all
of
the
a
ant
youngsters
Wagner was discovered by the late
with orders of the navy department Harry Pulllam for the Louisville club number of the veteran players and permanent good.
"Mrs. M. C.'' writes: "I am recov
Rear Admiral W. C. Cowles, who has in 1897 and Immediately made good. was in 'Charge of Edward Riley, the
Answer: Go to your druggist and ering from e. long illness, but am
been in command of the naval station When the National 'league reduced assistant secretary of the club
obtain a 4 oz. jar of plain yellow Mln-yo- very weak, nervous, sleepless and
at Honolulu, succeeds Rear Admiral its circuit Dreyfus
This have little appetite. Can you give
Apply as per directions.
took Wagner,
I have me a good tonic restorative treat
W. H. H. Southerland as commander Clarke, Leach.
from
and
treatment
differs
all
Rltchey, Phlllippi and
of the Pacific fleet. Rear Admiral several others with him to
actually 6een. the astonishing trans- ment "
Pittsburg.
which result from its use.
Cowles is succeeded" at Honolulu by Hans bat had a
formations
Answer. Have the following prebig part in the pen
The dandruff and itching are cured scription filled and take a teaspoonRear Admiral C. D, T. Moore, who nant victories scored by Fred Clarke
with two or three applications, while ful before meals:
has been in command of the naval in 1901, 1902, 1903 and 1909.
Syrup cf
it makes the hair glossy, wavy and
stations in the Philippines.
If it is said that Wagner of today
comp. 5 ozs. tincture cado.
mene comp. 1 oz., (not cardamon).
isn't the Wagner of five years ago, Remarkable Effects of a Rem- full of intense natural color.
Mix and shake well,hefaro
it is no reflection on his ability; It.
?ing.
edy That Actually Irriexto
writes:
my
"Myrtle"
"Owing
This
is a fine nerve and Bystem tonic
the
means
Entire
Is
be
not quite the
Pimply
gates
treme thinness I am frequently em- for old and young.
Blood Supply.
wonder he used to be, although he
Itrtter-BiteBiittebarrassed
by slighting remarks of
r!
is still a wonder He is still so good
John 11. Mc asks: "Don't you thintc
young people. Can you prescribe a
that any teams in the major league
safe remedy to increase my weight. It is wise to take medicine, to reduce
would show cslerlty in making room
for him.
Answer: I have so many gratify- my flesh? I weigh about 55 pounds
Record of Msp Lajoie.
ing reports from the users of three too much.
Answer: I do think so; and a very
the list is Napoleon La
Next
in
tablets, that I
grain
"CAT butter, but don't waste it. The right
have become to regard these valu- convenient and etiective flesh reducjoie, who entered the fast set one
place for butter is on your dining table; the wrong
able little tablets as a specific and er is sold in sealed tubes with full
year before Wagner joined out and
directions for borne use. It is called
who
in
hns
is
be
with
kitchen.
the
aristocratic
time
prescribe them to all who are
shorten
or
your
Every
place
you
arbolene tablets, and any
nervous and deset fifteen seasons. In only
thin,
wasting,
batting
butter
waste
with
Cottolene
the vegmoney.
you
fry
It Rounds queer to talto a blood balh bilitated. I recommend that you Betwo years of his big league career
pharmacy can supply them.
but that Is
the effect of a most
etable shortening will give you equally good results
has he fai'ied to bat above the 300 remarkable precisely
remedy known as S. S. S. It gin their' use at once and continue They are safe and reliable.
the cost.
mark. In 1907 be batted .299 and in h;ia the peculiar action of soaking
at one-thir-d
through the intestines directly Into the
1908 he hit .289. Hero is the French- blood. In five minutes Its
iriilunnce is at
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
ed air passnges, and slrenil-onsthe
work In every artery, vein and tiny capilman's record:
llraas herself painfully through her lungs. The genuine is in a yellow
of
lary.
orKnn
Every
every
membrane,
...331
1890
.381 the
1904
e
body, every emunctory becomes In dally tasks suffering from backache package with beehive on ca' tjn.
1S96
crtect tt filter to Htmln the blood of Im- headache, nervousness, and loss of
substitutes. O. G. ScStaefer and
.. .331
. .381
1904.
The stimulating properties of sleep, not knowing her ills are due Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
1896
. .331
1904
. .381 purities.
S. S. S. compel tlio skin, liver, bowels,
to Kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
1906
. .355 kidneys, bladder to all work to the one
1.898....... .. .328
makes light, digestible food, which any stomach can
Kidney Pills give quick rel'of from WICKERSHAMS TO TOUR WORLD
1899
. .379
1909
. ,'!29 end of casting out every Irritating, every
New York, March 7. Former Attorpaln lnllletlng atom of poison; It dislodges pain and misery, a prompt return o
food is rich, but never greasy.
digest. Cotiolenc-mnd1900
.. .345
. .384 by irrigation all accumulations In the health and strength.
1910
No woman who
General and Mrs. George VV.
ney
Neutral in taste, practically without odor, Cottolene
.422
1901
.365 Joints, dissolves ncld accretions, renders suffers can afford to overlook Voley
1911
them neutral and scatters those peculiar Kidney Pills.
Wkkereham have arranged to start
O.
G.
Schaefor
end
1902
. .369
. .368
1912
formations In the norvo centers that
is a product of carefully selected cotton oil, refined
Co. Adv.
tomorrow for San Francisco, frovu
cause such mystifying and often baffling Rod Cross Drug
1903..
. .355
which place they will sail a week
rheumatic
our
exclusive
by
process.
This is a wonderful record, for it And best pain.
of all. this remarkable rem- - A Cold, La Grippe, Then PncUTi;i:f hence on
an eigi I. months' ten?
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
shows that Lajoie Isn't on tha de- edy is welcome to the weakest stomach,
Use one-thir- d
less Cottolene than
around
the
world. Mr. and
because It la a pure vegetable Infusion. Grippe coughs
hang on, weaken the
cline, for his bat ting in the last three Is tu ken nnturally Into your blond just as
Wickersham will be accompauk-resist-enclower
either butter or lard.
and
the
vital
system,
on
seasons is better than in hia first pure air Is Inhaled naturally Into your
t, the
R. G. Collins, postmaster,
trii
Miss
Martha
by
lungs.
Bowers,
three seasons. If he missed two seaNT.
Convince yourself with this recipe :
J., says: "I was troubled
The great Swift Laboratory has snent
or the late Lloyd C. Bowers',
sons by a narrow margin of getting millions of dollars in perfecting, produc with a severe La Grippe cough which daughter
solicitor
of the United States'
general
ana
of
in
the hands
the pubing
placing
exhausted me. Foley's
One Egg Muffins
into the .300 class he nas had sev- lic
this wonderful remedy. So give your completely
ansa trances Noyes and Frederick
Tar
soon
and
Compound
stopHoney
IV2 tablespoons melted Cottolene 1 tablespoon sugar
seasons
than Wagner. blood a good hath with S. S. S., for It
eral better
the coughing spells entirely. It Moore of New York.
1
3 cups sifted flour
lyS cups milk
egg
top figures are .3S0, but in knocks the worst forms of rheumatism ped
Wagner's
can't be beat."0. G. Schaefcr and
3 teaspoons baking powder
1 scant teaspoon
every time.
salt
1901 Lajoie hit .422, in 1904, .381,
Tou can get it at any drug store at Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Sift the baking powder and flour together, add CottoChamberlain's Cousrh Itemed
;
$1.00 a bottle.
fc:.H
It is a standard remedy,
i
and in 1910, .384.
lene, sugar and egg and milk. Use more or less milk,,
won its frreat
as
recognized
tho
reputation and extenseverywhere
greatest
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD ive- sale
Mike Donlin, who will be with the blood siieclflc ever discovered.
according to the quality of the flour
It yours
by its remarkable :,but never follows the use of Foley's roughs, colds
Phillies next season, has been a con- is a peculiar case ajid you desire expert
and
It caa" i
Tar
advice,
and
writ
to
The Swift BjMfclflc Co., Honey
It stops tj(;ptu!ed upon. Trycroup.
Compound.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
it. Sola ht v'l
sistent hitter throughout his baseball It! Bwifl Did., Atlanta,
the
hoala
U.
couch,
the gore and Inflam. dealfrs. A dr.
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Wind and .dust, coupled with high
epoed, may induce any degree of con-

junctival inflammation, from a hype
remia to a contagious lesion; the
Pubiised By
wearing oC, goggles largely obviates
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
this. Anio ns is a cramp due to sit(Incorporated)
ting ni one position for hours, while
the veins and muscles are under
EDIT08 strain from consecutive shocks and
i. M. PADGETT
Jolting over bad roads.
Nerve strain and nerve exhaustion,
followed by hysteria and neurasthenia, are not rare, especially among
Entered at the postoffice at East young women who motor excessively.
come on relaxation after
lm Vegas, New Mexico, for transnus-oio-- i Such attacks
run over many miles,
a
in
rapid
strain
mail
States
United
through the
but they are not ordinarily serious in
.i second class matter.
healthy women; but may be in those
not up to par as to their nervous sysTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of motoring
tems. The excitement
Daily, by CMer:
to such women. The
.06
may
appeal
.......$
Copy
Fr
stimulation inherent
.15
.mm
,na-BOoner or later end
sneaSn
in
66
Ce Month
such cases entire
For
7.50 in prostration.
Gae Year
abandonment
of mo-and
rest
complete
Daitv bv Mail
6.00 itonng are ansonueiy esseuuai.
One Year .
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LATEST
The

ADAM? DO YOO

TO ENTER THE

KNOW?

RACE

BRITISH
GAS

CONSUL ASKS LAS VEPOSTMA.STER TO PLAY
DETECTIVE.

IN
WILL DRIVE A HENDERSON
DECORATION DAY CLASSIC AT
INDIANAPOLIS

Where Is William James Brown
Adams? The British consul at Galveston, who has been requested to
look for the man, has written a letter to postmaster F. O. Blood, asking
his assistance. Doubtless the man
never stopped off in Las Vegas, al
though he mailed a postcard from
this place on January 12, 1912. Following is the consui'; letter to Mr.

Indianapolis, March 7. The latest
entry for the third annual
Sweepstakes race to be held at the
May
Indianapolis Motor Speedway,
30, comes somewhat in the nature of
a birthday surprise party, for this is
the manner in which the first anniversary of the Henderson car will be
celebrated. The Hendersons of Indianapolis introduced the car that
Blood:
bears their name to the American
"British Consulate, GalV'jston,
public with a big parade and recep3.00
m Mentha
"March 4, 1913.
tion in the Hoosier capital during the
"The Postmaster, Las Vegas, N. M.
event. After a period
second
HAS NO JURISDICTION.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
"Dear Sir: I beg to enclose a copy of 12 months a Henderson is going
7.
The
N.
March
M.,
Albuquerque,
GROWER
of a letter addressed by Mr. W. Wil- - to make its debut with 30 of the fast- $2.0fl federal court in San Francisco has
One Year
of Sydney, N. S. W., to His egt gpett; creations ever constructed,
1.00 handed down a decision refusing to liams
41 1 Months
Britannic
Majesty's Consul General at j on the world's greatest race course
grant an interlocutory injunction in
Francisco
and referred by him
San
The car will be a four cylinder,
iCnub. In Advance for Mail Subscrip- the case known as the "negro porter to me, as New, Mexico is in my Condemountable wire
with
runwhich
in
equipped
negro
porters
case,"
tions)
sular District.;
befacilitate tire changes, and
to
wheels
coast
lines
on
the
Fe
Santa
or
money
check
ning
Remit by draft,
"I should he much obliged if you will be driven by Billy Knipper, a vet
"Winslow are
vrder. H sent otherwise we will not tween Albuquerque and
would
he good enough to furnish me eran who long ago carved his notch
much interested. This case was an
responsible for losa.
information obtainable, if in the
with
any
made rn the full crew" law by
speed contest Hall of Fame
Specimen copies free on appllcar attack
the fate or the
possible,
regarding
car will carry entry No. 10
The
on
the
the
Albuquerque
negro porters
Hon.
of Mr. W. J. B. when it takes its
division of the Santa Fe. Attorney present whereabouts
place at the startAdams who appears to have been in
30.
The chassis of
on
line
and
Wilson
for
May
Lewis,
ing
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT John C. Lewis,
in January, 1912.
your
city
as the regsame,
will
be
the
car
aparid
Francisco
the
San
to
TIME
journeyed
THE EXPIRATION OF
"Yours faithfully,
ular Henderson models, the only difpeared in the federal court and subPAID FOR
"C. PERCIVAL, Consul.
ference being the fitting of a racing
mitted arguments asking for a peris as follows.
enclosed
The
One feature of this will be the
his
manent
after
requests
body.
injunction,
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
Consul
General, San
"The
British
had
been
for a temporary injunction
placing of the mechanic's seat five
txgBt dally and weekly circulation
California, IT. S. A.
Francisco,
inches back of the driver to give
acted
Arguments
upon.
t my newspaper in northern New favorably
"Sydney, N. S. W.,
submitted attacking the Arizona
were
greater freedom. . As the Henderson
ttezlofe
"February 6, 1913.
is a left drive car, the mechanic,
full crew law and asking for a, per"Sir: I desire to bring under your Frank Jones, another veteran who has
en
its
manent
restraining
injunction
TELEPHONES
notice the following facts and shall been K.iipper's mate in former years,
Main 2 forcement. The issuance of the inBUSINESS OFFICE
if you can take any action will
be
ride on the driver's right.
terlocutory decree was resisted by to pleased me in this matter.
Mala
.FA
assist
William Knipper, the driver, w'ho
Attorney General Bullard of Arizona,
"I am desirous of obtaining the
ia going to try to annex the laurels
upon the ground that the federal
FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1913.
of a friend of mine,
whereabouts
court had no jurisdiction to entertain
to Harroun in 1911 and DawBrown Adams that fell
William
James
named
same. The case was taken under
the
is the representative of
in
son
1912,
WOMEN MOTORISTS
or whether he is deceased, and may
advisement by the federal court and
Motor Car company In
Henderson
the
Adams
Mr.
J.
was handed add that his father,
at
arrived
decision
a
N. Y.
Like many other
Rochester.
Women motorists are Increasing in
of this city, is much concerned at the
down by the three judges in San
be had retired
car
drivers,
racing
to
be
numbers; and this fact is said
ine silence ofV. his B.son.
Francisco on Monday Jast.
from the game and" become a partner
corbuild
to
J.
"Mr.
manufacturers
Adams
Ktimulatins
regularly
opinion, j written by Judge Morrow,
of William Kipp, and is one of Rotars with special reference to femin- held that
contention responded with me until about twelve
Mr. Dullard's
most
reliable automobile
chester's
renews
I
"Cranklast
ine abilities and limitations.
months ago and the
was propdrly taken and that the fed
convinced that the
well
men.
he
So
is
ing up" has heretofore certainly been eral court has no jurisdiction. This ceived from him was in February, car
is a winner that he
is
he
selling
r
v. man's work.
When the
On the 9th of January, 1912,
1912.
of the attack In the federal
has consented to again return to the
lias been perfected, however, as it disposes
he posted me a card from St. Louis,
is
it
"theand
law
crew
full
courts of
arena o prove his convictions.
now promises to be, and becomes
Mo., and three days later, i. e., on speed
up to the' negro porters to begin acbe Knipper's third appearwill
This
he
posted
simple, inexpensive and reliable, about tion in the state courts if they so de- the 12th of January, 1912,
Motor Speedme a card written in pencil from ance at the Indianapolis
the last mechanical Impediment to a sire.
Burman at
with
teamed
way,
having
woman's- handling her own car will
Las Vegas, New Mexico, the posta Benz in 1911, and aidbe removed.
Even now the clutch,
mark appears to be 'La Junta & the wheel of
ed the Stutz in putting the car in
which used to require a man's mus- GALLINGER DEAN OF SENATE.
Albuq., Jan. 12, 1912, P. O.'
the
money in the last race, when he
venerwas
7.
The
1912,
in
March
Adams
to
Mr.
cular power
January,
Washington,
disengage, generally
was
relief driver for that team.
needs only the strength which the able Shelby M. Cullom of Illinois has 25 years and 10 months old, tall,
He
I
should
States
United
the
10
began his speed career when he
inches,
about 5 feet
average woman can easily exert, and closed his career in
wore
on the Harlem course at Chiof
wi-raced
had
Jacob
hlue
senate
H.
eyes,
for
was
and
devices
make
fair
Gallinger
it possible
think,
jiev
men to adjust tires. The Journal of New Hampshire has inherited his dis- - fair moustache when last I saw him, cago in 1904. Knipper also raced in
ihe American Medical Association Unction of being the oldest member of was intelligent and of good appear- Europe in 1905, when he competed in
trophy event. In
discusses this subject in a recent is- the uppet house in oint of service. ance. He generally dropped his third the Gordon-Benne- t
to racing
letwas
1911
known
in
his
senate
the
to
Knipper
Christian name, and signed
sue, with special reference to the Mr. Gallinger came
as
oldUnited
States
over
the
all
next
fans
two
the
before
J.
'W.
Adams.'
continuwomen
on
ters
in
1S91,
effects
years
physical
est members, Perkins of California
Mr. Adams' father informs me that "Prince Billy," team mate of "King
ed motoring.
with
Driving a motor car from April to and Lodge of Massachusetts, began about a dozen people with whom his Bob" Burman. While teaming
son corresponded state that the let- Burman he drove the
November should be a healthful re- thjOir senatorial careers.
and a
Senators Nelson of Minnesota, Till ters all ceased about the same time. Janetzy-Mercedecreation, both physical and mental,
had the distincwill
if
Benz.
of
Bacon
of
South
man
exeryou
Knipper
be
shall
"I
Carolina,
the
for many women, provided
pleased
Martin of Virginia and kindly forward this communication to tion of being one of the few men who
cise be within reasonable limits and Georgia,
the car a runabout or light roadster Clark and Warren of Wyoming have your, deputy or deputies in New Mex- could handle at that time . the old
one, at any rate, not too heavy for entered upon their eighteenth year ico to see if Mr. Adams can be Darracq, which , liemery originally
a woman to handle. The "weaker of continuous service in the senate, traced or a record found of his death, built, and which, until it was scrap
ped, was acknowledged to be one ofj
ties" are naturally quick of eye and ail having been elected for the first is such is the sad fact.
"Mr. Adams' father is much con the fastest cars ever put on a race'
deft of wrist two qualifications, aside time in 1898.
are
Wyoming, unlike most other states cerned about his son and win De track. Few men could manipulate
from sufficient strength, which
needed. Women are in general more of the far west, continues its con- very grateful for any inquiries you the car, as by that time the gear box
ten control it
excitable and of less steady judgment gressmen in office and in conse- can see your way to make in una was so dilapidated that
in
an
influence
difficult.
was
exercised
has
matter.
than men, sorteomfiss which may quence
There has been a rearrangement of
"If you think that it would assist
prove disastrous in emergencies, or national affairs greater than many
and
obtain
I
could
states.
in
the regular Speedway trophies, and
any way
which might render it advisable to larger
you
of Mr. according to present plans the Remy
a
of
photo
a
outcopy
send
you
to
areas
confine motoring efforts
Adams taken in this ctiy about four Brassard and trophy, the Prest-O-Lit-e
side the crowded portion of the larger
years ago.
trophy and the Wheeler Schebler cup,
cities, it offers much pleasure and
I inquired at the instead of being raced for at the one,
state
I
that
may
be
indulged
benefit, iierhaps, and may
American consulate office in Sydney two and three hundred mile posts of
in when the other forms of exercise or
race, will be given to the
and was advised to place myself in the
sport are unavailable or unsuitable.
with
you.
communication
winners of the first two, three and
Rational motoring affords opportunity
handiest and easiest
of four hundred miles.
Simpest,
in
anticipation
you
Thanking
for plenty of fresh air, with improved
to operate.
offices in tnis matter.
The details of the manner in which
m your kind
appetite and increased zest of life.
Yours
obediently,
the trophies above will be handed
scenes may soothe
The
Built of Vanadium, the lightWILLIAMS."
"W.
to their winners are as follows:
over
hithersmd satisfy the emotions, and
steel
est,
toughest,
strongest
The Remy brassard goes to the winto unfamiliar aspects of civilization'
known.
STOCK
LIVE
CITY
ner at two hundred miles, and the
Intro-KANSAS
j
may Interest and divert from
7.
re
Cattle,
Kansas City, March
Remy trophy valued at $2,500, goes
j
pection.
Largest per cent tire surface
soutnerns.
to the owner of the car. it the driviw
ceipts 1,000, including
There is, however, quite a formldon the ground per pound.
steers
$i.50(f(
er uses Remy ignition, h receives
Native
and
nervous
Market
steady.
able array of troubles,
8
Greater
;
cent
25
.
.
in addition to the brassard a salary
per
power per
southern steers $6 7"rt7)
otherwise, which have been charged
na
to
of $50 a week for twenty consecutive
2507.25;
other.
than
$4.
cows
nnd
which
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point
pound
any
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Against motoring, and;
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tive cows and hetrers
e.o, weeks after .he race. The
the fact that the sport at best is a
First and After
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who is
man
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the
8.50;
women.
goeB
$6.75
trophy
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somewhat strenuous one for
miles,
regard
penssve.
bulls $5.25. 1j 7; calves $G.3010; west ahead at three hundred
The ailments for which the motor-ca- r
ern steers $7f8.73; western cows less of any equipment he may carry.
Given the same care will out- may be held responsible are due alNo icash rtccompimli'S this award,
most entirely, however, to speeding
$4.507.25.
last any other car.
& Schebler
Hogs, receipts 4,000. Market high- however. The Wheeler
nnd to the fear of accidents which
1
o the vic- clven
will
l.o
200.000
for
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innn
v
cats
of
l9l3and
er. Bulk of sales $8.508.70; heavy (IU,V"U r.,i
the result
might be engendered
mile
post. If
this.
$8.458.60; packers and butchers tnr at the four hundred
yet supply is none too large.
an ad
carbureter
GO
a
Schebler
8. 75; pigs he uses
Is a spasm of the
The "auto-eye- ''
$S.50S.70; lights $8.
We will demonstrate even if you are
bis.
ditional cash award of (l.OM is
$7. 25 7. 75.
fiiiiary muscles (which govern accomnot ready to buy now
the
glory
to this
Market Otherwise he gets only
5,000.
Sheep , receipts
modations for distances):
the excep
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Store Gets Most Trade

d

watch
Where do you trade, Mr. Merchant? Just
is
store

that
yourself and see if you do not unconsciously patronize the
brightest most attractive. Why not realize now that your neighbor
feels just the same about the brilliant, inviting establishment as you
do? Tungsten Electric Fixtures will bring trade to your door because
the grateful glow of electricity extends a genial hand of welcome makes
your stock appear to the best possible advantage. And yet, Tungsten
Electric Fixtures are most economical. You really should find out today
how little it will cost you to use Tungsten Electric Fixtures in your store.
Las Vegas Light and Power Company
QB5

for exhibition and display purposes.

500-mil- e

LIVELY

POLITICS

IN

MARYLAND

Baltimore, Md., March 7. Former
L. Marbury's anWilliam.
Mayor
nouncement of his candidacy for the
long term United States senatorship
for
practically completes the line-usenatorthe coming
ial campaign in, Maryland, and the
people are ready for one of Ihe
greatest political campaigns in the
Two senators
state's recent his'o-- -.
are to be named, one for the 'long
term to succeed John Walter Smith,
whose term will expire a year from
next March, and the other for a short
term to fill t,he vacancy caused by
the death of Isidor Rayner and now
filled
by William P.
temporarily
Jackson, an appointee of the governor. The selection of the two senators will be made by the primary
method next fall.
Many elements will enter into the
choice of the two senators, but in
the main it will be a straightout contest between the two tactions in the
democratic party, the "progressives"
regulars.
and the
Most interest naturally centers in ihe
fight for the long term senatorship.
Senator Smith has already announced
his desire to succeed himself. As
opponents in the race he will have
Mr. Marbury and Isaac L. Straus,
former attorney general of Maryland.
Senator Smith will have the support
p

double-barrele-

d

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour as
REGULAR RETAIL. VALUE. S1S.OO

nd onr
several carloads of thl beaotifnl dinner-waraa an excluiive desifca
tbe manutactnrer
prtce? We are chargm par! of the coat to 'advertising
of the aetnal cost of tbe
aak you to pay a
beautiful "Cosmor' (ieslKO and cannot be duplicated in
it Is and aonly
Sualltyforlese Ttban$14in any retail China store. It is guaranteed by both
and ourselves.
Bie manufacturer
sack of LARABEE'B Fionr. Send na
in
rhr Is aa couoon
we nyr
m in cash, dralf, postal or express money order, and and
freight. Address coupons
anSon ?The
these beautiful seta bythe
Larabee
Flour
of
Company,
n?hinaon Kansk". BeDepartment
sure to write yonr name and address pla Inly.
SaTne cwods in LARABEE'S Flour are also srood for Rogers' SUverww
Md other valuable premiums AbH for descriptive circular.

k,rJl

nKa

fnTPvS?"ow
I?2enae

GE$.
that "Mighty-Good- "
Flour that makes Baking a Deiight

you know, is

EMPRESS,
MAN-MILL-

All Dealers
of the "regular" organization. Mr.
Straus champions the "progressive"
cause, while Mr. Marbury is making
the most of his reputation as a
"Wilson man." Mr. Marbury man

aged the Wilson primary campaign
in Maryland last year and he declares that he entered the senatorial race at Ihe personal so'licitatf jn
of the new president.
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STRETCHING
LIST OF GOOD
Things Offered for Mondtxy
A DOLLAR

VERY SPECIAL

VALUES
7 to 9

Offered Saturday Night

Our best goods placed on sale for a few hours only. Below we have . compiled a
very interesting bunch of staple articles as well as some of the Season's Newest Novelties

Prices Quoted for Saturday Night Cannot be Given Monday
Goods Bought Saturday Night Will be Delivered Monday
SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR SATURDAY

MONDAY'S DOLLAR

NIGHT FROM 7 TO 9

$1.50 Women's Rust Proof Corset, No. 232, comes
"
in sizes from 19 to 29 an excellent

yards Genuine Amoskeag Apron Gingham,
full count and fast co'or, best quality &
.
made, 10 Yard Limit

UJL

Satin Brocaded Waists, just received by
express, in all sizes, the all popular
JcO
material, special

n

kO

MESS ALINE SILK PETTICOATS
All the new colors brought out for the season in
fine Mcssatine Underskirts.
A splendid article

A splendid good sized towel taken from our regular stock and placed out for your inspection at

offered for

02. Q D

23c
and 20c Scoth Galatea, very desirable
for making children's wash suits, "j A
.
Saturday night per yard .
17

COLLARS,

la-br- ic

.....

JABOTS,

COLLAR

$1.50 & $2 Sets, Irish Crocheted with Batenburg

trimmings collors and cuffs to match,
very special at

This hose is sold the world over at 3 pair for $1.
It is made from the very best maco yarn snd
you can have it with black or white foot. Special price per pa'.r

and Jabots, newest creations, collars
trimmed with the new Bulgarian Lace
each

57c

75c Collars very cleverly designed of good

serviceable Laces, your choice at

"THE

store
M

i

of Quality"
L

h

I,

'

Machine!
F
Jby

fcaD dMtaiSi

E.LasVegas.

QO
CiOC

65c Collars

2Sg
Victor Talking

AND

CUFF SETS

35c WOMEN'S HOSE

fiAfc)

J

$5.00

35c TURKISH TOWELS

..'

Q

model, Monday's price

Dress Ginghams, best makes, such as Toile Du
Nord, Bates, Red Seal and Amoskeag's 11-yo- ur
choice of any Spring pattern for .

and Records
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RONEYS

PERSONALS
Cunningham of Belen Is a
visitor in the city.
Paul Hess of Santa Fe is in the
city today on a short business visit.
G. M. Bell of Apo'io, Kansas, came
in from that place last night and will
locate here.
Robert L. Lee of Dwyer came in
from that place last night on a short
business visit.
'
L. Prector of Albuquerque came in
from that place last night on a short
visit to this city.
Mr. and Mr. J. It. Hanard of Wichita are in the city visiting Mr. and
Mrs. A. J.' Mitchell.
C. H. Kohn of Kohn Brothers' mercantile store at Montoya, is a visitor
in Las Vegas today.
John Pugh and E. F. Shedd of Wat-rou- s
left for that place today after
a few days' visit with friends here.
W. R. Austin, representative for
the Wichita Lithograph WTorks, is in
the city today visiting his customers.
A. W. Inderlied, representative for
the "Twenty Mule'" Borax company,
is visiting niB customers here today.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., left this at'er-noofor Santa Fe where he will be
for several days on important business.
Jacob Davidhizer, who has a ranch
on the mesa, left last night for In
diana where he will spend a month
on a visit with relatives,
R. H. Ingleman, representative for
the Diamond Ink company, came in
from his headquarters at Denver on
a short business visit in the city.
G. A. M. Willson, representative for
the Occidental Life Insurance eompa-naof Albuquerque, came in from his
headquarters at that place today.
Mr. and Mrs. Y. Kohn of Montoya,
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrfs.
reSig Nahm for the past few days,
turned to Montoya this afternoon.
William Wilson, the well known
representative of the National Biscame in last night
cuit company,
on
his monthly business
Denver
from
visit.
passed
C. B. Murray and party
through here this afternoon in Mr.
Murray's private car enroute from
Trinidad to Gallup. Mr. Murray Is in
n

y

terested; in mines at Gallup.
who has
Mrs. Charles O'Malley,
of
Virion in Tipnvpr taking a course

study in advanced music for the past
six weeks, returned from that place
today. Mrs. O'Malley is one of Las
Vegas' most talented musicians.
B. H. Newlee and family left last
night for Denver, Colo., where they
will locate. The Ncwlecs formerly
lived on Fifth street, but lately sold
their residence on that street. Mr.
Newlee is a civil engineer and was
employed by the Santa Fe Railway
company, but recently was employed
in his own interest at Albuquerque.
Mr. Newlee will practice his profession in Denver.
Erwin Tear's, general western agent
for the New York Central Railway
company, was in the city yesterday
visiting members of the local lodge
of Elks to consider the matter of get-in- g
enough members of the lodge to
charter a car to go to the annual reunion of the order which will be held
Mr.
N. Y., in July.
in Rochester,
Tears plans to get about three cars
from New Mexico to attend the reunion.
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RONEY'S

ROYS

World's Most Famous
Boy Entertainers
AUSPICES

Y. M. C. A.

OPERA HOUSE
Friday, March

75c

50c

li
35c

Made Without Yeaat
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of

10 SPEAK

C. N.

,

German Coffee Cake

CAREFUL

the Boston Cooking School Magazine.
There is no warm bread quite as appropriate for Sunday morning breakfast as
German Coffee Cake, yet it is seldom made
by housewives who do not bake their own
bread. If K C double raise Baking Powder
Is used it will be just as good as if raised
with yeast and it will have the further advantage of being fresh and warm. Save
this recipe and try it next Sunday.

OUT

PLAINLY
IN

THEIR SONGS THEY ENABLE
THE PUBLIC
TO UNDERSTAND THE WORDS

K C

German Coffee Cake

Two and one-four- th
S level tea.8poonJu.ls

BOYS

FRIDAY. MARCH 7, 1913.
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ABE
DO YOUR. BANKING WITH

SCORERS OF A

Mr. Roney of "Roney's Boysi' Concompany, was once waiting for

HIT
YOUNG PERFORMERS ENTERTAIN,
A GOOD CROWD AT THE Y.
M. C. A. LAST NIGHT

Strick-fadden'-

INTRODUCE

HE"

IS ONE FUNNY
PLAY

,

$30,-00-

Spanish-America-

0

n

TR.UST CO.
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John

a train the morning after a concert,
when a man sat down beside him and,
entire troupe upon the professional
after introducing himself as an attorcircuit provided the consent of their
ney, delivered himself as follows:
"I didn't get out to your concert
parents can be obtained and a booklast night, but I've heard some mighty
ing agent can be found who wishes
the kind of an attraction they are
good things about it Now I'm someable to put on.
thing of a musician myself and I've
Sift dry inprrcdients together, beat the
Last night the boys, in their second
thought out something that would
ef,
milk and butter to the epg to make one
make an immense bit if singers would add
public
apiearance, delighted an auand
cups; stir all togother willi
only profit by it. Now this is entire- inverted spoon to a siiti batter. Turn inn dience wiiich .packed the Y. M. C. A.
ly my own idea, and I want to see biscuit pan and spread even. Brush top rynmrsium from floor to eves. They
lightly with melted butter. Sprinkle sntpr went
what you think of it.
through their stunts entirely
and ground cinnamon over the top. Buk.e
without direction fiom any person
"If singers were only trained to in moderate oven.
Dutch Apple: C:;ke or Prune Kuchen can other than the four leaders appointed
speak their words distinctly, so that
be mrule with this same batter by covering by
people could understand what they the
Secretary Le Noir. Ben Strickfad-den- ,
top with pared and sliced apples, or
were singing, it would be a great im- cooked
and he
Jr., waa general-in-chie- f
prunes vviih the pits removed, skin
and cinnacommanded his small army with an
provement and make them more pop- sides down. Drcdftc
s
ular and please the people better. mon the same as for Coffee Cake.
accuracy that was wonderful.
"The Cook's Book" containr, 90 jr,t such
was no more
Now, what do you think of my new
however,
stunt,
delicious recipes.
i ou can secure a copy
with
idea?"
free by sending the colored certificate packed wonderful than the accuracy
cans ol l' u immjr r'wir to which hia orders were obeyed by his
Mr. Roney told him that the "new in
Co., Ch'c.vo, bein.r sure to lieutenants and the boys under their
idea" was certainly a good one, so the Jaques M't.
write your na:ne and adJresi plainly.
been
he
had
direct command.
trying
good, in fact, that
to put it in practice in all his trainThe first number upon the program
was a short speech of greeting by
ing of singers for the past 25. years, (f
Alvin Appel. Then came an intricate
and that if there was any one thing
more than another in which he was
marching drill, the boys moving about
the room and winding themselves inmercilessly exacting in his training
to a bewildering maze from which it
of "Roney's Boys" it was in their
distinctness of enunciation, so that
looked impossible for them to extritheir listeners could actually hear the
cate themselves.
they
However,
words sung. Mr. Attorney suddenly
found their way out without for a
saw a man on the platform he had
moment hesitating or losing thei step.
and
business
with,
left,
final figure formed by the boys
The
important
with his "new idea" sizzling under
waa a huge circle. While standing
MIXUPS ARE SURE TO in this formation the boys went
QUEER
his hat..
KEEP THE AUDIENCE LAUGHThe Roney boys will appear here
through their calisthenic drills, which
ING ALL THE TIME.
March 14, under the auspices of the
were interesting and could be seen
Y. M. C7 A. Seats are now on sale
at a glance to be the proper sort of
In "Introduce Me" which Managers exercises for growing boys.
at Murphgy's drug store.
Duncan and Browne will present at
Following the calisthenics the boys
the Duncan opera house on March whisked the gymnasium mats' into the
12. Miss Delia Clarke, the clever
center of the floor, seated upon which
APPROPRIATION BILL
making a bid for pop- they sang a nnmber of classy songs
ular favor with a clean, clever com- with the dash and vigor of a trained
full of humorous situations and
edy
READY FOR SENATE
glee club. The big song hit of the
a story that is sustained right to the
evening was "Good Night Nurse."
finish.
This was sung in connection with a
Miss Clarke plas a dual role in
ARE
LAS VEGAS INSTITUTIONS
short playlette, in which the follow'
that'
she is a club woman to her husPROVIDED FOR LIBERALLY.
ing boys took part: '. "Doctor Graves,"
band and one crowd of friends, and a Merle
IN THE MEASURE.
Williams; the nurse, Fred Gep-successful author to others. The
the
patient, Ancile Green.
hart;
Santa Fe, N. M., March 7. The play's story is built around the "douThe singing was followed by a
senate committee oil finance has ble life" she 'leads, which gives rise game of indoor baseball between the
to complications with ner husband.
While the
completed the work on the appropriboys and their "dads."
ation for the second and third fiscal The husband dramatizes a book she dads might have been unable to go
years, and the bill probably will be hais written. All the time he is through some of the exercises as well
t
introduced in the senate tomorrow. working on it he hasn-- the slightest as the boys, they showed that years
Is the book's
his
wife
For the educational and other insti- suspicion that
of experience 'in sitting on the bleachof the play
success
the
author.
With
tutions of the state the bill makes
ers and "ragging" the umpire had not
comes the revelation of the author-wife- ,
appropriations as follows: University
their playing ability. They dehurt
a stra'ghtenlng ov.t of affairs
of New Mexico at Albuquerque, $40,- sons by the score of 2 to
la-- t
situation on feated their
000; College of Agriculture at Las and finally one
1.
Cruces, $20,000 with a deficiency ap which the curtain drops.
Other events of the evening were
Among the people assisting Miss
School of
propriation of $12,500;.
relay races and rooster fights, as well
Mines at Socorro, $25,000; Military in- Clarke In the presentation of the as
high jumping and mat work.
stitute at Roswell, $25,000; Normal characters are: Luella Smith, Hattie
The accompaniment for the marchKingston, Pauline
$32,000; Neville, Harriet
University at Las Vegas,
and songs was played by
Woodward, P. S. Whitham, Gordon ing, drilling
Normal school at Silver City,
Noir. Mrs..Le Noir is an
Le
Phil
Mrs.
;
Normal DeMaine, G. S. Payton and William accomplished musician and has given
School at El Riio, $5,000; School for Barber.
her services gladly in perfecting the
Deaf and Dumb at Sant Fe, $12,500;
in singing. The performance of
boys
Institution for the Blind at A'iamo- the
boys last night is, a great tribute
TARIFF TO
gordo, $7,500; Miner's hospital at WISHES
to the ability of both Mr. and Mrs.
Raton, $10,000; State Asylum for the
Le Noir.
They received many conInsane at Las egas, $00,000; OrBE FIXED AT ONCE gratulations from the parents and
phans' school at Santa Fe, $10,000;
and friends of their little pupils.
Reform school
at Sprlnper, $4,000.
The closing event of the evening
This is in addition to the ajmual ap
(Continued from Page One!
was a volleyball game between two
of
propriation of $5,000 per year for this
respectively
teams composed
institution.
a . u van Horn
tract the attention of the country
auu
IVHiaui
the Normal from the progress of the tariff meas- - imWlb1'
The appropriation
and Byron T MiUs
w Q
schools at Las Vegas and Silver City urea In the senate. It Mr. Wilson So
the
was
game contested
closely
is conditioned that in the event any should become convinced that such a
that it resulted in a tie, the final
person under tne age of 12 shall be contingency was in Bight, it is believ- score being 29 to 23.
admitted as a 6tudent without first ed he would postpone ny undue acquestions. He
having passed a satisfactory examina tivity on currency
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
tion In a course ol study prescribed will be guided, however, entirely by
.New
York, March 7. Other considof
education for the exigencies of the situation.
by the state board
were subordinated in Wall
erations
ear
of
the
his
sixth
will
above
the
grade
The
pupils
keep
president
street
the appropriation very close to the halls of congress
today to the concern over the
schoois,
public
situation here and abroad.
to
Bliull not be available.
monetary
framing his policy day by day
For the charitable institutions the meet developments in the senate.
Imports of gold to Kurope were reSt.
sumed on a largo scale and there was
appropriations are as follows:
to Argentina. LoVincent's Hospital at Santa Fe,
G. A. aBllcy, formerly employed in also a heavy outgo
stiffened
rates
appreciaat
Silver the local offices of the Santa Fe Rail- cal money
Grant county hospital
City, $1,800; Sisters of Mercy at Sil- way company aa telegraph operator, bly, call loaiiB opmiing at 3 Mi por cent,
ver City, $1,800; Ladies Hospital at
with Si at the opening
accompanied by bis wife, passed compared
Banks
pained" slightly on
$1,800;
Doming,
kiddy county hospital through here this afternoon on his
with the
at Carlsbad, $1,800; St. Joseph's hosoperations
yesterday's
way to san Diego. Many of Mr. and
tout the week's loss nearly
$2,400; Rolief Mrs. Bailey's frinds met them at the
pital at
amounts to $7,000,000.
society at Las Vegas, $3,000; Gallup train.
The market closed steady. Prices
hospital, $2,000; St. Mary's hospital
at Roswell, $1,800; Sisters of Loretto
rested on a dead level during the the
Sells Floto Advertising car No. 1 greater part of the afternoon, scarceat Socorro, $1,080; SiBters of Lo"et-tat Las Cruces, $1,000.
passed through this afternoon on train ly an yof the favorites moving more
The bl'il contains the usual appro- No. 1. The car will stop at Albu- than a, mere fraction. Figures were
priations for the governor and tne querque where the circus will show only a trifle above the lowest of the
various state officers and provides the latter part of this month.
day at the final.
for additional help for several of the
The last sales were as follows:
704
officers. It contains no appropriation
Amalgamated Copper
H3
for the mounted police or the bureau
AMNESTY BILL SIGNED.
bid
Sugar
of immigration. The office of legal
10t,i
Havana, March 7. President Jose Atchison
1"G
adviser to the governor is not men- Miguel Gomez today signed the "am- Reading
9U
tioned in the bill, but a" the act cre- nesty bill In epite of the energetic Southern Pacific
151
ating this office provides a continu- protest handed to the Cuban govern- Villon Pacini'
t I'nSUxl Staid F1'4'1
ous appropriation for Its nupimrt, the ment yeHtcrdiiy by Vnllml StatcH
KiHVi
offli'o will not be lOiiinilniii-il- ,
A. M. Bimpre.
Pnlt.'d Rlitt'H Hlf'I, M
nt

PEOPLES BANK

LAS VEGAS. NEW MEX.

cups sifted flour;
K C Baking Powder;
I level teaspoontvi salt; z
tablcspnoni'ids melted butThe members of the boys' depart-- !
ter; 2 taolcspoonfuls sugar; inent of the
Young Men's Christian
1 egg; milk.
association are acquiring a reputation
as entertainers which may put the
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W. Harris, President

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively,

Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Assistant Secretary

Board of Directors
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FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

IS WORTH THE"
10NEY
LAS VEGAS
COMEDUCATOR
MENDS THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE GREET PLAYERS.
R. R. Larkin, formerly superintendent of the public schools here, has
seen the Ben Greet Players, who will
produce "A Comedy of Errors" here
Monday night under the auspices of
the Elks. Mr. Larkin was greatly
pleased with the performance of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream."
He
has sent the following letter to the
Elks:
"March 5, 1913.
"Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks, Las Vegas, N. M
"Gentlemen: As I am leaving the
city I learn that you have contracted
with the Ben Greet Players to place
upon the stage at the Duncan opera
house one of their masterly pieces.
"While in Chicago I saw them give
'Midsummer Night's Dream' and I
am anxious for my family to see this
splendid troupe give any play that
you may choose from their extensive
repertoire.
"I congratulate you and the city
service to every
upon this signal
lover of the legitimate in dramatic
performances.
"I am
"Very tru'iy yours,

OVERLAND MODfL 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show ynu.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.
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THE SOCIAL EVENT OF THE SEASON
'(!

Miss Delia Clarke

IT

In the New York Comedy
Success

EUGENICS

Cleveland, O., March '(.Eugenics
and mothercraft will bie exhaustively discussed by the Religious Education association at its tenth annual
meeting in this city next week. It
will be the first time that these subjects have received the attenion of
the association, which is made up of
leaders of all Protestant nodies, and
corresponds to the National Education association in the secular field
of education.
The program for the coming meeting provides for conferences on
schools for the training of laymen
and laywomen in Chrstian work. Expecting a considerable delegation
from Canada, the association has also
planned a conference of Canadian
church workers, the first to be held.
Civic leaders in moral and political
progress will take part in the confidence, as well as many noted religThe convention will
ious workers
last four days. It will embrace more
than thirty sessions, and have upwards of two hundred speakers,
among them President Judson of the
University of Chicago, who Is also
president of the association; President Falconer of the University of
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"R. R. LARKIN."
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This engagement will be
the Largest All Star Cast, of
Players Ever Seen in Las
Vegas. Same cast as during
Boston and Philadelphia including P. S. Whithan,' Gordon De Maine, Edward
Wrn. Barbee, Pauline Woodbury , Harriett
Hattie Neville,
Kingston,
Rosalie de Vaux,
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Special reservations will be made
theater parties. Seats now on sale

for

PRICE $l.r.O, $1.00, 75c
"Every Woman Should
See This

Play"
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Toronto; President Vincent of the lino, ICOLUClll ui 111c wuuiurf u ijcfcii-4-o
OnniiiinflT a T ,r. i u it
University pf Minnsota; Dean Sumner of the University of Chicago,
There are fourteen thousand union
who is also head ot Chicago's vice
commission, and Dr. Edgar Y. Mu'l- - carpenters in Chicago.
e
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T. lloskins. Cashier
F. S. Lewis. Asn't. Cash
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Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYUON
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D. T. H05KINS
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HCDERN

DINNER ALL

PREDICTS

RIGHT

Declare That Appurtonances and Menu All Tend to Promote the Digestion.

(Physician

AGE

THAT

OUT

Physician Not Aware He Was Giving
a Wholesale Prescription for a
Nominal Price.

CALLED IT CRUELTY

of Negro Lion Tamer Met
With the Decided Disapproval
of English Judge.

Isaacsteln, his wife, and three chil
dren came home from a trip on the
continent with a rather bad form of

Jflethod

'

Lady Helmsley was a witness in an
Interesting case heard at York, in
which a negro lion tamer named Albert Maccomo was sumoned for cruelly terrifying a lioness, and Albert.
Manders, menagerie proprietor, of
was summoned for permitting
the animal to be terrified, says the
(London Fall Mali Gazette,
Manders was at the York Martln-ma- s
j
fair, in November, and Lady
iHelmsley was told by one Of the at- endants that the lioness had already
aused the death of one man and stacked two others, and that Maccomo
ould at the period of his life enter
' '
he cage.
Lady Helmsley described! how the
was frightened by noises and
tnimal insertion
into the cage of red-fobars. She was so disgusted With
Ithe performance tbat she left and reported the matter to the polled .
Further evidence was called to show
that the man entered the cage for a
few moments, firing blank cartridges
Old-bam-

ot

while he was Inside.
Manders was fined 20 shillings and
casts, and Maccomo 10 shillings and

costs.

exzema.

Isaacsteln said to his wife: "Me
dear, it is in our blood; ve must shee
a doctor."
"But," replied the wife, "that will
cost an awful lot of money."
"Oh, no, me dear" said Isaacsteln,
"vait."
Then he went round and took a sam
ple of blood from each of them, and
then some of his own, in a bottle.
He went to the doctor, who thought
it rather a large sample, and the blood
was duly examined, and a curative
prescription given to Isacstein.
"Ow much Is It?" he asked the doc
tor.
"One guinea," replied the doctor.
"There you are, thank you, doctor.
May I use you 'phone?"
"Certainly," from the doctor, who
had the pleasure of listening to the
following:

"'Ello, 'ello Is dat you, Rebecca.
veil, dis is me. I'm at the doctor's.
It's all right I'm all right, you'r all
right, and the kids is all right, too!"
Tit-Bit-

Making Use of Penguins.

The most southern industry in the
to be the strange
business established on Macquarie
island, a barren nesting place for sea
birds, which lies about 750 miles
southeast of Tasmania, the large
island situated a little south of Australia which is noted for its fine apples,
many sheep and valuable timber, and
as being the birthplace of Mrs. Hum
phry Ward, the English novelist, Mao
querie Island is the home of vast numbers of penguins, the population ol
these big birds being estimated at
80,000,000, on an area of 25,000 acres
The penguins are boiled in "digesters"
holding about 800 birds at a time, and
when the steam is turned off and water pumped into the bottoms of the
digesters the oil rises to the top and
is drawn oil into barrels It is used
by manufacturers of binder twine in
Australia and New Zealand. '
world Is believed

Great Virtue.
There is no greater everyday virtui
than cheerfulness. This Quality In
woman is like sunshine to the day, or
gentle renewing moisture to parched
herbs. The light ot a cheerful face
diffuses itself and communicates the
happy spirit that Inspires It.
The sourest temper must sweeten
px the atmosphere of continuous good
fiumor. As well might fog and cloud
and vapor hope to cling to
landscape as "the blues" and
pioroseness to combat jovial speech
fcnd exhilarating laughter.
There is no path but will be easier
traveled, no load but will be lighter,
Co shadow on heart or brain but will
Uit sooner in the presence of a determined cheerfulness. It may at
times seem difficult for the happiest
tempered to keep the countenance of
peace and content, but difficulty will
Harmony of Colors.
vanish when we truly consider that
The principle that the sensation ol
sullen gloom and passionate despair
oo nothing but multiply thorns and white results from the equal excite
ment of sensations produced by the
thicken sorrows.
three fundamental radiations is de
duced naturally from an analysis ol
the rules of the harmony of colors.
Strange, but Not Incredible.
Montenegro ha? a law ordaining that Colored lights do not focus at the
same point; therefore the eye must
any found valuable shall be placed
where the loser can find it. The fact seize different distances at the same
time in order to see when different
f.ipgests an anecdote told of Grimal-di'grandfather in Dickens' life of the colored surfaces touch. The differbullous clown. On one of his visits to ence of refrangibility of the different
Leadenhall market with nearly $2,000 colored rays causes some colors to
stand out and others to stand back.
In gol'l and bilver upon him "he found
that his Khoe had become unbuckled, Red is the most "flying" or "tapering"
.ird, taking from his pocket the bag, of the colors, a red object always apho placed it upon a neighboring post,
pearing to be farther away than a blue
r,d then proceeded to adjust the
object, though It Is seen on the sarnn
buckle." Having afterward to pay for plane and in the same light. Har&
purchase, he niifwil hi8 bag ot gold, per's Weekly.
&m) hurried lvicic to the pout where he
tad buckled his shoe. "Although more
The First Pump.
than
of nn hour had
The first pump ever invented was
elapsed . . . there It remained safe
a man or animal, and it
ind ttntou'.hed on the top of a post in i.he heart ofone
of the most perfect
is today
the open street!" That was in
The heart as a pump
l umps In use.
LomIoii.
Is decidedly up to date, and engineers
unanimously agreo that its principles
of construction for the highest
Proud of Them.
are correct, and that it is not
We can no longer think, with Persurpassed by any pump invented by
icles, that good report for a woman
man. It Is not only a powerful force
mean3 a minimum of any kind of rebut it is
port about her, whether for good, or pump of incredlblo efficiency,
and
vll, nor with Dr. Johnson that when
khe speaks in public she Is "like a pig While the mechanism is in action, it
cleanses and purifies itself. For its
Standing on its hind legs; It is not
size and work it is the greatest pump
that she does it well, hut you are
she can do it at all." We are of the age. From George Ethelbert
Walsh's "The First Invention," In St
M proud of our famous women as we
re of our famous men, and some ol Nicholas.
ttie very best speakers In the world
toilay are women. University Maga-sineFete for the Lame.
in the little village of Varennes- in central France, a
fete is to be held; at three o'clock
Too Bad.
there will be a walking race, and the
makes Willoughby look
festivities are to be wound up with a
i.i
Dint'ijiolnted in love?"
ball, to which the lame will invite
"V.-uthan thoni-ielvfgtioHts lesft handicapped
V.
!"( ti,.,
London standard.
s

three-quarter- s

g

d

.

Saint-Sauveu-

n

)

THE :

BAD BLUNDER

FROCK

Thursday morning Louise Erwln
dropped in on her way downtown and
told me that she was going to try on
a frock that she had seen at one of
the storeB.
"I've about made up my mind to buy
It, If it is still there," she said, "for
tt Is very stylish and pretty and is a
good bargain besides. It is only about
half what it was eariler in the season
when I first saw it and I think it will
be becoming to me."
"How would you like the benefit of
my advice," I asked, laughingly. "I've
a notion to go with you and give you
an expert opinion."
"That's very good of you," said

LOBBY

OPTIC

15he

By LUCILE CAMPBELL.

What our dentists have from time to
time been saying has been at last taken up by a London doctor, namely,
that our teeth are less solidly set In
the jaws than they should be for the
reason that civilization encourages us
to eat soft foods. "Biting Is becoming
a lost art," says this British doctor.
"The surest way to save your teeth
from extinction is to bite hard substances. Growing young people of today should be given a diet of hard biscuits and chop bones." He points out
that the Jaws of today are narrower
than those of our ancestors and this
applies to America as well as to Britain and that unless some changes are
made in our mode of life evolution will
breed a race that Will be practically
toothless. He gives as the reason for
the narrowing of the jaws and that
they are less powerful that they are
not sufficiently exercised; that we do
not use our teeth to crunch hard foods
as did the early Britishers. He notes
that wisdom teeth, owing to the general narrowness of the jaws, are cut
at all manner of times, and tells of a
man of fifty-tw- o
who had just cut a
wisdom tooth owing to the removal of
other molars which at last allowed It
to show itself above the gum.
DOCTOR THE ONLY ONE

LOVELY

1

Opinion.

COURT

I

TOOTHLESS

British Doctor Gives Out Opinion
That Soft Foods Are Worklna
. Havoc With the Race.

-

Dinner as a social institution hai
fceen, so sedulously attacked by gas
Ironomic experts In recent years thai
19 banquet has been held responsible
(tor many untimely deaths or public
One of the moat conspicuous
tnen.
statesmen in America was said to
bave been killed by dining out. The
consumption of course after course
upon a menu is held by various authorities to be InconBiBtent with long
life and even with continued health.
Now, all these notions, according to
Dr. R. S. Levenson, are based more
r less upon delusion. Discoveries
!n the physiology of digestion during
the past dozen years do not discredit
the modern dinner, he says. They
vindicate it Man has unconsciously
established a routine of courses in the
dinner that takes thorough cognizance
of the physiological principles upon
which digestion is founded. Take, for
Instance, the elaborate gowns worn by
the .women and the evening suits by
the men, the floral decorations and the
piuslc. There is no doubt that each
of these items serves the purpose of
composing a generally favorable stage
It has been
Betting for digestion.
shown in recent years that the moods
created by these details have a directly favorable bearing upon the
of the digestive function.

purrent

A

7, 1913.

RESTAURANT AND CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

I

I

FOR

Louise.
So, an hour latei , Louise stood be- Miss Rambo So de wedding was a
fore me with a childishly pleased and
expectant look on her face. Although great disappointment?
she is two years older than I, Louise
Mr. Sambo I should say bo. Wa
often seems ridiculously young and wired to town for a hundred razors,
Inexperienced.
rush," an' de fool merchant sent all
"Well, what do you think of
safety razors.
she asked, glancing into a long mirror
1

itr

complacently.
WHAT HE THOUGHT
"It's quite pretty," I replied, "but
iren't you afraid that chiffon tunio will
be quite out of style next fall? That
sort of thing has been worn so much
this winter that probably it will be
dropped altogther."
"You known I don't try to keep up
with the fashions," said Louise. "If
I can get something that is pretty and
becoming I don't care whether it's
the latest thing or not,"
"Well, of course, If you don't mind
being a back number," I began.
"This is the latest design," interposed the saleswoman, "and It will
be good style for as long as any one
would wish to wear it."
"But my friend wears her things
longer than most persons," I explained,
"and I don't like to see her get something that isn't especially becoming."
"Why, don't you think I look well
In this gown?" Louise asked, rather
sharply. She appeared to be vexed
because I did not rave over the gown.
"Well, you know, dear, an overdress
Wayback What be yore son doin
effect like that Is apt to make a per- tew th' city?
son look rather stout," I explained.
Hayloft He's studyln' fer a doctor.
"I think one should be particularly
The idea! Is th' doctor
Wayback
careful not to wear anything that adds tew lazy tew study for hisself?
to the size. Still, if you like it and
if you don't mind looking rather large,
RULING PASSION AGAIN.
get It by all means."
"I certainly don't want It if I'm going to look like a mountain In It."
Louise began to take off the frock
very crossly. "I suppose you haven't
anything elue that would suit met"
she '.urned to the saleswoman.
"Nothing at this price that Is nearly
so beautiful. You see, this Is one of
our imported models. I don't understand how it happened to be marked
so low. I can show you something
less dressy."
"No, thank you, I want a really
handsome costume," said Louise, looking regretfully at the soft folds of silk
and chiffon. Then as we left the store
she asked me: "What are you going
to wear at our Dix Amies reception
Saturday night T
"Oh, I don't know yet," I replied. "I
usually wait till the last moment to de-

CLASSIFIED

A.

A

C O LU MN

RATES

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &

y

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

Wanted
WANTED Girl for general
work. 1102 Eighth street.

NO. 3, ROY

RegUar con

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Mahousetron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

For Rent
FOR RENT

Papen home on Eleventh street, good seven rom house,
three acres irrigated land, shade
trees, etc., two blocks from car
line. Call at Investment & Agency

street.
FOR RENT Modern furnished front
room. Apply Mrs. L. P. Wright,
509

Sixth street

FOR RENT

Modern

LOCAL TIME CABB
EAST BOUND
No. 2....
No. 4....
No. 8
No. 10

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

Depan
p. m
p. m
a., m
p. m

9:16
11:05
2:10
2:10

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1....
3

7
9

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p.
p.
a.

n
n

a

p.

p. m

a

a.

n
n

p.
p.

8

Corp.
FOR RENT Four room cottage in
good condition. Inquire 109 Tenth

Meets second ant
fourth Thursday
evening east
month at W. O.'W. Hall. Vlsttlnt
brothers cordially Invited. Dr.
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thorniitt
Secretary.

No.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
102 Mees every Monday
night at No.
O. R, C. Hall, on Douglak avenue.at No.

o'clock. Visiilng members are
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Baily, treasurer.

v

L. O. O. MOOSE

Arrlye

L

1

ery Monday ere
in
Castl
ning
Hall.
VisltUl
Knights ar- cord
ally Invited. Chat
Liebachner, Chai
cellor Commands!
Keeper of Record

Harry Martin,
and Seal.

vocation first Monday In
each month, at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

?DEBp

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

CHAPTER
MASONS

NO. .

KNIGHT8 OF
TH IAS Meet

)V jt

ADVER-

MAIN

LODGE

Regular communication first and
thJrd TIlu"day in
month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Wm P TWITIa
W. M., H. S .Van Petfcen, Secretary!

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- '
No tad to occupy less space than two
3Fu,ar conclave seo. d Tuea-'lines. Al!
advertle mentt charged
day in each month at Mar
will be booked at apace actually set,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. o. H.
without regard to number of word.
KlnkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.

IIS

DORADO

M.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

Meet in the Forest of brotherly

love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hun
Attorneys-at-La-

w

Las Vegas.

New Mertei

DENTISTS
DR.

E.

L.

HAMMOND,

DENTIST.

Crockett Building.
Visiting members are especially
Office Telephone
Main
welcome and cordially invited.
House Telephone
.
Main

furnished flat,

lit
1M

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
Dentist
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
FOR SALE Modern nine-rooDental work of any description
house,
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate
goo dcondition, fine location, barprices.
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 131
gain. Inquire M., Optic.
Invited.
Isaac
Appel,
cordially
East Las Vegas, N. M.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
retary.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
FOR SALE Team of good farm
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
1,050
is
horses,
pounds. Price
right.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and he is senior" partner of the firm of F.
in
Cooley's livery barn.
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall, J. Cheney & Co., doing business
State
the
and
of
Toledo,
County
City
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem-ber- g aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
FOR SALE Two dressers, two brass
are cordially invited1. Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLbeds complete, two sanitary cots,
cide."
LARS for each and every case of CaDevine, G. K.; Frank AngeL F. S.
two heating stoves, one cook stove,
"I had thought of wearing that gown.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
I do wish it had been all right for me."
all in fine condition. 715 Fourth
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
"It's too bad that you are disapFRANK J. CHENEY.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Howe You fans needn't look 80
to before me and subscribed
Sworn
pointed," I said, sympathetically. blue. It's only a few weeks to the FOR SALT All household furniture,
,
Meets
at
every Monday evening
in my presence, thla 6th day of De"But surely there's no occasion for any opening of the baseball season.
their hall on Sixth street All visit- cember,
piano, piano player and music.
A. D. 1886.
special dressing at our Dix Amies reWise Yes; but what are we going
Mustb e sold by April 1. Apply afbrethren
to
Invited
at
A. W. GLEASON,
In
cordially
look
ol
will
ing
You
nice
(Seal)
any
ception.
to do in the Interim?
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Notary Public
ternoons, 16 Grand avenue.
your pretty little frock3."
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interSaturday evening I was taking off
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
nally and acts directly upon the
my wraps at the reception when
ONE sorrel horse will be offered for
SMALL BOY SCORES
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; blood
and mucous surfaces of the
Louise came toward me in a nun-lik- e
C. V. Hedgeock, cemetery trustee.
sale at the city hall Saturday at
system. Send for testimonials free.
gown of gray.10 o'clock. Ben Coles.
F.'J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
"You see," she said, "I took your
Sold
'
by all Druggists, 75c.
"
hint to dress plainly and
B. p. O. ELKS Meets second and
Take
Hall's Family Pills for constiFOR SALE 25 cases of good eggs
Then, looking at me in astonishfourth Tuesday evening of each pation. Adv.
J5.50 per case or 20 cents per doz
ment, she exlaimed, "Why, Lucile,
month Elks home on Ninth street
what have you got on? You don't
en. Meridian Restaurant
You can say goodbye to constipaand
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothmean to say that you bought that
tion with a clear conscience if you
D.
P.
invited.
ers
are
cordially
lovely frock you wouldn't let me get!"
Tablets. Many
use Chamberlainls
FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Con- have been
'I laughed gently. "You were a free
permanently cured by their
716 Seventh St
buggies.
Inquire
as
I
"and
you
Louise,"
don, Secretary.
agent,
replied,
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
decided against the frock It occurred
to me that perhaps I could use it,
so I went back to the store yesterday
and found that it fitted me perfectly.
FIRST class room and boari. in- Then I thought I might as well wear
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 lbs. or Mors, Each Delivery
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
it tonight."
to
lbs.
Each
25o per 160 lbs.
2,000
be.,
1,000
Delivery
"Weren't you afraid of looking stout
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
.30c per 100 lbs.
in it?" she asked in a really unpleasTOR $1.50 per acre the Big Four "30"
.200 lbs.. Each Delivery
SO lbs. to
40c per 100 lb.
ant tone.
Gae Tractor will plow your land;
50c per 100 lbs.
than 50 lbs. Each Delivery
Less
"Oh, no, I have no reason to worry
any depth desired. Free harrowing.
about stoutness," I returned merrily,
Virgil H. Campbell,
Mountalnair,
for I always try to overlook Louise's
New Mexico.
little exhibitions of temper. The pool
girl has such an unfortunate disposiGrace Who gave the bride away?
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors ot Natural Ice, the Purity and
tion.
Helen Her little brother. He anLasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
Carl Bates and Arthur Knight both
assembled guests that
to
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
complimented me upon my appear nounced falsethe
teeth and dyed her hair.
he had
ance. It is always worth one's while
to dress well.
yj;
gym
LITTLE WOULD DO
511

Ninth street.

For Sate

Miscellaneous

RETAIL PRICES!

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Lacking.
An old Englishwoman, who was extremely stout, was taaking vuia efforts to enter th rear door of ar,

,:.v.Oi''.'v

f

A

omnibus. The amused driver lanec
over good naturodly, and said in t
confidential tone:
"Try sideways, mother; try sideways!"

The old woman looked up- breath-lesaly- ,
and replied:
"Why, bless, ye, James. I ain't got
oo sideways." Youth's Companion.

j

0)

.

plJ

IN

PETER P. MACKEL
AND 8IGN PAINTING

HOUSE

Might Have Been Worse.
Gen. Daniel E. Sickles, on the oo

lard wood Finishing, Paper Hanging
uid Glazing.
Eatlmatc Cheerfully Given.
old Town
hi 8ld Plaza

caslon of his ninety-seconbirthday,
said of contentment:
"When an old man sits down and
dreams of what he might have been,
there's a good deal more contentment
In looking down then up."
d

AUTOMOBILE,

Her Father The idea of your thinkmarrying that shiftless felWillie
tit by ing about hasn't
money enoogh to buy
low, lie
a taxi.
im al.
a
square
All
Willie
rlKht,
telephone
I'apa
1
know, pa pit. but
The lmuKhn-I'othf! rider.
fur a
UilJ'-ruitt.-Th-

fctsiUlur Of

US

littVU

b'i tttPUU;.

CARRIAGE

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among ail
those who MIGHT BUYthe particular thing is worth most

M

That property you want to seU is WORTH MOST o someos
who reads the ads. In thla newspaper and would never hear ol
your property unless It were advertised here.

are

Good Advice.
Papa, Fldo was Just

ANT Ads
Are Best

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (and

anxious to pay cash tor) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical

AND

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GHANO AVE.

As the classified ads. are read by ail possible buyeis, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-
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Your business and your city is by the use of correct business stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas' climate, people and
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

regarding the community.
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DELICIOUS

emd 25c PER BOTTLE

New Bunch Beets
New Bunch Turnips
New Bunch Carrots
New Bunch Radishes
New Bunch Onions
New Bunch Parsley

J. H,

White Cauliflower
Head Lettuce
Spinach

STEARNS

LOCAL NEWS

I

Li'bht automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

FRESH GRATED HORSERADISH
Guaranteed to Bring the Tears

15

I

GROCER

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

it

Try a dram of Old Taylor
bon at the Opera Bar. Aif.

N EWS

PARISIAN
DRY CLEANERS

Normal

6;4C;

Kid Gloves, Laces, etc.

y

MA TS CL&AKED

ASD BLOCKED

Ad.

V

Mrs. Mary
who has betnj
seriously ill for the past two weeks,
13 reixmed to be improving.
Mxij
McGinn is a school teacher at thei
Douglas avenue school.

Having sold hy dairy to Mr. Detterick, I wish to thank the people of
Las Vesas for their patronage ag I
Iiave enjoyed a very good trade while
I have been in the business. J. M.
Ackernaan. Adr

35

BIG BASKETBALL

GAIIES TONIGHT
THE

"Dr. Richard Soper, of Lather. ia.,

&B tod Delirer

PHONE MAIN

SUNDAY SCHOOL LEAGUE
MOVES ITS SCHEDULE
UP ONE DAY.

made a daylight trip across loma.
from Davenport to Council Bluffs
The distance, 2S1 miles,
recently.
The Sunday School Basketball leawas covered in 12 hours in a Ford
gue will hoid forth tonight instead of
car. Ford Times Adv.
Saturday on account of the Santa Fe
entertainment coming on Saturday of
The sale for the 'Comedy of Er- this week
Many of the fans seem to
rors," to be played in the Duncan think that
tonight will see the clos- J10Uuav eteiimg uj mt m.dtch of the
yMr
the Ben Greet players, will open
aBd the Christians clash. These
neservauons may be 00--1 teams are
morrow,
and both
evenly ttatc-herained at Murphey's druar store.
are striving for first honors in tie
i
league because they both claim that
Mrs. Fred Westerman "
"
e ruiimne Meihoils-- s wiii bow to
her residence at
S:xrh MI1 ! them the
next time they meet. It is
to Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Kearnev Of
,
' ......
.jtz ti gyyjj i:ame.
TVatrous. Mr. Kearney is connected j
The Presbyterian V. il. C. A. game
with the Hand Land company and comes first and
the nctian.
is a well known citizen of "Watroos. j
game second. In the nre hm- Bapt.t
He has decided to !oca?e in las
diaries, the PueVi-.- - and

uuc

;

F,4

i

the

!

f
I
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THE CALL OF SPRING

'

the east
Tuesday afternoon the Kevereni H.
Percy Silver made a short talk to the
general student body. Rev. Silver,
ho is a well known divine of Chicago, pointed out to the students the
real value of education and school
training. He made it plain that the
ultimate purpose of our lives should
not be monetary or selfish. He spoke
particularly of the duty of teachers
ic using their great influence over
young minds. The students are all
glad that such a man has visited them
and left his useful message.
Wednesday morning the editor
and business manager of the school
annual gave short sketches of the
work that is going on and that which
U needed. Mr. C. H. Thomason, the
business manager, stated that some
difficulty was being found in procur
ing ads for the annual. '
As a stimulant for excellent work
and as a reward for zealous effort,
there are to be given a number of
prizes in connection with "The
Southwest Wind." The prizes will be
in two classes! those for the best
literary work contributed and those
for the best drawings. A number of
original and excellent drawings have
already been handed in to the editorial staff, while literary work
has
shown up better than ever before.
The seniors have practically decided
the play to be presented at com
ujn
mencement this year. It is to be mod
ern and full of fun, and Is the work
of one of the great literary men of
the day. The seniors have an ex
ceedingly large and talented class
this year, and they promise the pub
lic that their play will be something
much worth their while seeing.

Tc do si! classes of Dry Clewing ia Ladies' ad Men's goods.

Flncli'g Go' den Weddir.g Eye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the dista-lerto you. At tie lxbty, of course.

Notes

S

Tbe students were glad to welcome
Dr. Roberts back, again Tuesday. He
reports a very enjoyable trip through

523 SIXTH STREET

Bour- -

FROM THE SCHOOL

noles and the Apac-e- s and the Xava-- !
Jos will play each other in the order
v. h. tomsiotK has received a Laced. ihe
public is invited to see
telegram advising him of ;he death j these interesting
jraes at the T. M. Miss Velma
of his brother, W. Y. Tubbs, of Ridge-vili- C. A. The
of Wagon
Lewis,
of admission is 15
price
Ohio. Mr. Ccmstock will leave
Mound, has entered school here as a
cents.
on train Xo. 2 ton:ght for Ridgeviile j
Miss Lewis was here
sophomore.
to attend the funeral and expects to
r. and Mrs. Hasty, formerly resi- - several years ago and has many old
return to Las Vesras within a wees dents of
Las Vegas lut at present lo- - friends in school who are glad to see
I
or ten days.
cated at Rowe where Mr. Hasty is her back again.
Secretary Le Xoir of the Y. M. C.
the tanta Fe Railway
The Corbett dairy i'viay Txeived employed by
came in from that place A. has received a letter from the seccompany,
the new apparatus f'ii'. will be in
last nizht for a visit with Mr. and retary of the association at El Paso,
stalled at that esiaV.-tet;:?tt imme- j Mrs. A. E.
who compliments the showing that
i.arsa, Mrs. Hastys
diately. This shipment includ-- s a j
the Xormal boys' basketball team
new boiling machine, new bottles, j
made while at El Paso and also the
and other various sanitary improve j
clean and scientific game they playments that the firm has purchased, j Mis Louise Cunningham, who ha3 ed. Our
boys have always shown a
The silo that was ordered has not bren a visitor in El Paso for several clean
in all the games they have
spirit
tbe city. Mies
neeks, has
yet arrived.
'
and never have been accused
Cunningham was acoom;ianied bv her played
of using fal:e methods in winning a
CUry, of El
J. M. Ackerman, the well known sister, Mrs.
school feels justly proud
!
who
will
e
a
visitor here for game. The
dairy man, yesterday afternoon sold Paso,
of the compliment that the secretary
his dairy to Judd Detterick, who will several weeks, tie guest of her par- of the Y. M. C. A. at El
Paso has
operate it in connection with the Har- ents. Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham. given the boys.
ris dairy. Mr. Ackerman has not
Eev. Father O Keefe of Saa Fran- as to what his future occupa
tion win be, but probably will enter; Cisco, formerly pastor. of the Church
the employ of the Santa Fe Railway of the Immaculate Conception, was a
company. The Harris dfiry will con- visitor in the city today between
TOMORROW
tinue under the same name as at trains.
During his short visit here
at the Y. M. C. A.
conwill
Mr.
O'Keefe
Detterick
Father
net many of his old
present, and
trol half of tve business.
friends. He is on his way frcm
Portland. Maine, to San Francisco.
The tickets --for the Santa Fe con- Father O'Keefe is a chaplain in the
Senior boys' class 9 o'clock.
cert to be given at the Duncan opera army.
Estra Business Men's class 4: SO
t
o'clock.
house tomorow night by the
Santa Fe concert at the Duncan
College Glee club have been
The Business Men's Athletic club
going fast to railroad men for the will meet toniihi at the Armory. All opera house 8 o'clock.
last two days. Tomorrow the tickets members are requested to be present
Tonight
may be obtained by the general pub- Various new stimrs will be pulled off.
Sunday school "basketball games 1
lic. Word from along the line where All menaers wishing to join the o'clock.
nt
bminch has performed baseball team that will be organized
the
says that this club is one of the best under the new management of this
on the road and the voices in me club are especially requested to be
club are perfect Xo should miss this present. A number of new members
entertainment and as it is practical- have joiued the club and tonight will
At
ly a free concert, there is little doubt be tbe last r.i,ht that
but that the Las Vegans wtli turn out will be allowed to attead.
AH
in full force to greet this company.

Is Answered at
Our Store
Beautiful New Spring- Rugs-M- any
New Exclusive Patterns.
Linoleum in Every Grade. The
-

Finest Display Ever Shown in Las
Vegas. Window Shades to Meet Every Need. Everything for Spring House Cleaning. Our Prices Are Lowest.

J. C. JOHNSEN

.

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynolds. President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasltaut Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

;

FROM

PASTEUR.IZ ED

C R. E A M

GROCER

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

e Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

Use The Best

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

TRY

Times

--

Sanborns

Coffees or Teaxs
WHEN YOU ARE TIR.ED
Jusi Try

All

I

& HATWARD CO. STORE

GRAAF

The funeral of Mrs. Seneca Kline
was held this afternoon from the
First Methodist t hurvh at 2 : 20 o'clock.
The fureral was largely attended and
many beautiful Dowers were sent by
friends of Mrs. Kline. Rev. E. C.
Anderson of the Jiethodist church of
ficiated at the services. Interment
was in the Masonic cemetery- - The
pallbearers were J. II. York. C. P.
Hammond. Charles Stewart J. C.
Schlolt, Wiiliam Goin and Frank
Stewart.

much prefer Steam Latin-dr- y
service to home "lanrder-ing- ,

the color is better and
the clothes last longer."
This is the remark we hear
every day, and It pleases tit
and repays us for the effort ve
have made to bring our

FERNDELL

JAMS

xnd

Our new iresh hot air drying
is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we iron
the flat pieces wash, dry anj
Iron the fat work.

Yesterday afienfoon the ftrm
known as Erb and Westertnan- was
changed to Erb and Rohrbough. Mrs.
Fred Westerman selling her share of
the concern to Mrs, Elizabeth Rohr-j
bough. Mrs. Kohrbough has been
connected wish the Ttisniark res'.au-- !
rant of b aiul Westerman for the
last nine years and is well know n by
j al! the patrons
t,f that establishment
n
ht
She tas
cashier at tbe
Eismark for that time and has given
efficient service ;n that capacity. After the meu ttea-J- i of Fred Wesiern:as.
Vstrr2n took ch'irze
of bis
in . te f:ra, hm late10
ly
J!r. lirMmsi

PRESERVES
"Just Like Home
Made"

i

E--

PURE FRUIT

j

GO A L AH P.

TRY IIS ONCE

ty--

j

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

-

-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
il'l ft
f nut
kJt
m

mi

m

HIS QUALITY
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

fl

S

ft

i

LYE-PEELE- D'

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you wfvnt the highest
quality in. canned fruits

Al J. H. STEARNS

Las Veas SJeam
Laundry

i:tTt
4v:il

it',.'.,r'''.'v::T)
FU-ti-

IJStiu

fl

H7pt ught

A'

fe

.f if.
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What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
All

THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

ROUGH DSY
Into popularity.

THE

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

Fair-moun-

s

Them-Tha- t's

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

-

Fci-mou-

chase

M

Sceplcs, and Undivided Pkofits S35.000

Ho-var- d

CRYSTAL BUTTER, i
ASK YOUR.

SON

,

nV',

IS MADE

(&

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President

J

H

&

J !

j

AND SUGAR

j

'

'1
I

we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.
The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bartering of disease and multiply them a

thousand fold in a few minutes.

Almost every dwelling has disease bact-

eria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and sealed.
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We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the above main principles of modern dairying designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
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